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Fire Destroys Building
At Shoemaker Seed
By PHYLLIS0. McCUTCHEON
Staff Writer
Major fire struck in Murray for
the second time this year last
night.
Shoemaker Seed Company, 300
Chestnut St., suffered extensive
damage to one building and smoke
and water damage to others surrounding it. Owner Harold
Shoemaker said he was trying this
morning to assess the damage and
lost inventory.
Shoemaker said there was more
than one million dollars worth of
seed stored throughout the multibuilding facility.
"But, we don't really know what

is lost yet," he said.
Shoemaker said, 'We will be
back in some fashion of operation
by tomorrow."
The blaze completely destroyed
a concrete building built during
the 1940's according to Murray
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper."But we
Saved everything in the new section of the operation. I would say
BO to 90 percent of the facility was
saved," Cooper said. The major
loss will be the one structure that
was completely lost. An inventory
of what was in that building was
being prepared by Shoemaker this
morning.
Cooper said firefighters were

delayed in getting to the blaze by
300 gallons of gasoline stored in
the front of the blazing building.
"We had to just back off and wait
for it to burn itself out. We feared
an explosion and firemen being
seriously injured," he said.
The exact cause of the fire remains unknown, according to city
fire inspector Phil Owens. His
preliminary report indicates the
fire may have begun near the office located in the southeast corner of the building.
His report indicates there had
been some indication of fire
earlier in the day. It says, "Occupants reported smelling smoke
p m of 12-0141. Occupants investigated finding no origin. -(No
alarm was struck. They
disregarded odor described as
'electrical' or 'hot motor smell.:
Major odor coming from restroom
adjacent to office area."
Owens' report also says an
ongoing investigation will be opened and will continue.
Chief Cooper reported he was
the first fireman to arrive at the
scene and find smoke billowing
out of the structure. "As soon as
we raised the door we found fire
throughout the block building," he
said.
The city fire department sounded four alarms during the fire the
first at 6:57 p.m. Besides the nine
firemen on duty, 10 off-duty men
responded to the call along with
the county fire and rescue squad
and a Mayfield Fire department
unit.
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Hina Plans To Remain At School

Murray High Football Coach Resigns

CONFERENCE — Fire Chief Jackie Cooper (left rear) plans
strategy with other firefighters.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray High School head football coach John Hine confirmed
today in an emotional interview he
is resigning as Tiger head coach
effective during the 1982-83 school
year.
The MHS coach of nine years
said his decision came after learning "information that the people
in Murray, Ky., want a change in
this position."
Hina submitted his resignation
to the Murray School System in
the form of a letter to Robert Glin
Jeffrey, city school superintendent. Neither Hina, nor Jeffrey
would agree to disclose the contents of the resignation letter until
it is read before the school board
at the next meeting, Dec. 10.
"I just appreciate the years I've
been able to serve as head coach
and I'm indebted to the people of
Murray, especially to the mothers
and fathers of the fine group of
young men I've had the pleasure
of working with," the coach said.
Hina revealed his intentions
publicly Wednesday afternoon
when he announced to his 1081
football team that he would not be
returning as head coach next
season.
"I'm sure some of them were
shocked...but they're Tigers,"
Hina paused, then added, "And
I'm sure they'll respond to
whoever replaces me. Like I told
them, 'they'll always have their
biggest fan. supporting them —
me."
Hina said his resignation included only his position as head foot-

RESIGNING — In a meeting with his 1961 football squad Wednesday afternoon, Murray High School bead football coach John Hins
(crouching) announced his plans to resign u coach of the Tigers for
the 196243school year.
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Tenure Decision Not Yet Final For Johnso
said in
By MATTSANDERS
News Editor
The University Tenure Committee at Murray State is expected to
make a recommendation to President Constantine Curris on the
school's denial of tenure to Dr.
Don Johnson, director of the
university's Hancock Biological
Station, by the end of the
semester, according to Dr. Gordon Loberger, chairman of the
committee.
The committee hosted a hearing
Tuesday and Wednesday to gather
documents and to hear testimony
releVant to Johnson's claims that
the university allegedly violated
procedure and 'Cried arbitrary arid
capricious action in making the
tenure decision. '
The committee cannot make a
ruling on the .tenure derision,
Lobereer said. It only ran make a
11141 ;await possible

BEST

further action on the case to Curris,the chairman added.
Loberger said the committee
will meet several times during the
next few weeks to review
documents, depositions and
recorded testimony from the hearing before making a recommendation. A copy of the recoinmendation also will be given,to Johnson,
Loberger added.
A professor of biological
sciences who came to Murray
State in 1977 from Idaho State
University, Johnson said after
Wednesday's concluding session
he felt the university did not
substantiate allegationsthat led to
the tenure decision;
Johnson, who also has handled
fisheries research at PASU, has until noon Friday to submit to the
committee a written concluding
stateMent.
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of the
College of Environmental
Sciences Who was the co-urdinatoi

of the university's position,
his closing statement Wednesday
he felt Johnson had several
outstanding characteristics but
his tenure would not have been in
the best interest of the university.
Dr. Delbert Wylder, chairman
of the English department,
represented Johnson.
Members of the committee included Loberger, representing the
College of Humanistic Studies;
Vernon Gantt, College of Creative
Expression; Paul Lynn,College of
Industry and Technology; Hazel
Cowan, College of Environmental
Sciences; Bill Pinkston, College of
Business and Public Affairs; Jetta
Culpepper, University Libraries;
and Julie Loviris, College of
Human Development and Learning.
University faculty, -administrators, students and
representatives in the fish and
wildlife indu.stry were amutig
those test if mg at the hearing
k
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Hine admitted he had "no axes
to grind" and that he was proud of
his kids, proud of his record and
thankful to be associated with a
great group of kids and a great
group of coaches throughout his
_
MHS years.
Jeffrey, when contacted this
morning, said he had been out of
town the past few days and when
he returned from Frankfort late
Wednesday he found Hina's letter
on his desk.
"The contents of coach Hina's
letter will definitely not be revealed until the next board meeting,
which will be Dec. 10," Jeffrey
said. He pointed out he had heard
about Hina's meeting with the
football team but he refused to
comment on how he thought the
school board would accept Hina's
letter.
"I'd rather not cloud the issue.
Nothing's being concealed by us,
though," Jeffrey said.
Hina mentioned he thought
there would be no reason for the
board to not accept his resignation.
At the close of the interview
Inns said, "I guess.. the most important thing out of all this.. is, its
the kids I want to say thanks to the
most."

may be wet
Increasing cloudiness with a
slight ,chance of showers this
afternoon. High --,near 60.
Tonight mostly cloudy, windy
and colder with a chance of .
showers early and a few snow
flurries late.
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Court Ifuling Gives Boost
WASIIINGTON (API —
organized labor's efforts to
unionize white-collar workers are
being given an added boost by an
important Supreme Court victory.
The nation's highest court
agreed Wednesday with the National Labor Relations Board that
relatively few workers with access to confidential company information cannot join unions.
The justices, by a 9-0 vote,
reversed a lower court ruling that
would have excluded from laborlaw protec:tion all workers with
access to an employer's confidential information.
The justices said only
employees with access to con-

Fire Destroys
Gas Heater
A gas heater fire Wednesday
• resulted in no damage to Garner
Used Cars, South 3rd Street, or its
contents, according to a Murray
Fire Department spokesman.
The heater was destroyed. The
• fire was put out with an extinguisher,the spokesman said.
No injuries were reported. The
call was received about 10:45 p.m.

fidential information about labor
relations itself do not have a legal
right to join a union.
The court split 5-4, however, in
deciding that most secretaries
who work for management officials also can join unions.
The victory did not surprise
George Kaufmann, a Washington
lawyer who helped prepare an
AFL-CIO friend-of-the-court brief
in the case. "Board policy hasn't
changed since the beginning of
time. The (federal appeals court)
ruling would have been...unwarranted," he said.
Kaufmann added that a different outcome in the Supreme
Court could have severely affected organizational ,efforts
among white-collar workers.
"All of a sudden, you could have
seen management sharing all
sorts of 'confidential information'
with employees and then telling
them they couldn't join a union,"
he said.
Stephen Bokat, a Chamber of
Commerce lawyer who also
helped prepare a friend-of-thecourt brief, said the labor board's
definition of excluded confidential
employee was "far too narrow."
The chamber had urged the
justices to take a middle ground —

somewhere between the board
and 7th Circiiit definitions.
The Court's decision means
Mary Weatherman, fired four
years ago from her secretarial job
at the Hendricks County Rural
Electric Membership Cooperative
in Danville, Ind., must be
reinstated with back pay.
The labor board found that she
was fired from her job as
secretary to the cooperative's
general manager for signing a
petition urging the reinstatement
of a worker who lost an arm in a
work-related accident.
In a separate decision, the court
voted 6-3 to make it easier for
federal prison inmates sentenced
under lenient provisions of the
Youth Corrections Act to lose their
special privileges. The court said
,inmates sentenced under the act
may be treated as adults if they
subsequently are sentenced for
crimes committett in prison.
In other action, the court heard
arguments over whether the Rock
Island Railroad must compensate
workers laid off when the line
went bankrupt and whether communities challenging the 1980 census count are entitled to see address lists compiled by census
counters.
Decisions in both cases are expected by July.

ATOP THE LADER — Flames seem to consume the sky from a position about one-half way up the truck's
ladder. Firemen guided the water stream from the truck'sbase.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcaeon

Unauthorized
Representative
May Be Here

ANOTHER HOSE AT WORK — Firemen worked with both the
Mayfield Fire Department and Calloway County Fire and Rescue
squad to extinguish blazes at Shoemaker Seed Company last night.
Firemen guarded the blazing structure for more outbreaks of fire
rroughout the *light.
Staff Photo By Jennie B.Gordon

A man claiming to be a
representative of Winchester
Printing of Murray has been
reported accepting orders and
paymentfrom area merchants.
Charles Olree, owner of Winchester Printing,said a man using
the name Mike Delaney has
allegedly approached two Murray
firms and one Princeton business
and "sold"them printing.
"This man has no authority to
represent us or to receive money
for printing services," Olree said.
He requested anyone approached
by a person claiming to represent
the printing firm to contact him at
753-5397 for verification.
Olree said he regrets any inconvenience or loss created by the
unauthorized use of his business
name.
The incidents are being investigated by Calloway County Attorney Max Parker.

REMAINS — Little remained this morning of one of Shoemaker Seed's buildings. Although a total
estimate hasn't been prepared owner Harold Shoemaker said he had more than $1 million in seeds damage
stored at
the complex. He was unsure exactly howmuc.h of that had been lost in last night's fire.
Staff Photo by Jennie B. Gordon

Justice May
Check Leak
WASHINGTON AP) -- The
Justice Department hasn't decided whether to investigate the
source of news reports that linked
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., with a
grand jury investigation of alleged corruption of Kentucky state
government.
Ford asked for the investigation
after the reports were made
public in a story in the Lexington
Herald. According to the story,
federal prosecutors had recommended seeking an indictment.
againsi Ford, but their superiors
had questioned whether the
statute of limitations for any
alleged violations may have
expired.-

NOW
OPEN
SUNDAYS
Blackford House Gallery ig
;0
•0
Bright's
Corn-Austin
Dwight's
Graham Jackson
Lerman's
Littleton'5
Mademoiselle Shop
National Store
Specialty Shop
Wallis Drug

Every Sunday
1:00-5:00
Until Chr;stmas

CCHS Student
Reinstated

CUTS POWER — Murray Electric System linesman Glen Joiner
disconnects electric service to the Shoemaker fiteikty to eliminate
that hazard faced by firefighters.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Mischke Elected

A Calloway County High Schooi
student was reinstated in.classes
- Wednesday following a three-day
suspension for possession of pills
on the schooi campus, Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent, s:'id follow •
ing a special s,•hool boai
meeting.
The student's reinstatee.ent is
pending on results of tuSeS to
determine content of the pills at a
Kentucky State Police labor atory,
Rose added. He said he was not
sure when the test results would
be finalized.
The pills were discoVered
Wednesday, Nov. 25. Rose said.
He would not say where they were
found.
Rose also declined to release
any information about the student. He would not say if the student was a minor.
The superintendent said he was
not certain of any legal action
against the student.
The regular December meeting
will be at 5 p.m. Tuesday, Dec.8 at
DeVantis.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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Dr.'Walter E. Vischke, Jr.,
minister of First United Methodist
Church, was elected president of
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association for 1982 at
a meeting Wednesday at t e
Murray-ra &tier v t'iiiflIVYTlTtll
cafeteria
Elected vine president was the
by. Darrel Ramsey, First
Assembly ot God; secretary., the
.1.0; Brigham, Immanuel
treasur(Tithe Rev
,irberan:
Luther May, Sevellth,Day Adven-

tist.
Chairmen include Dr.: Jerrel
White, Memorial Baptist, worship; Dr. Paul Blankenship, South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist,
community affairs; Pr.._ Pa vyi
160s, virst unrraiI program.
Serving on the nominating committee were .the Rev. Robert
Farless, United Campus
Ministry, Dr. Bill Whittaker,
First Baptist, and John Dale,
Seventh and Poplar Church of
'twist
_
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•
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Economy bad
Kentucky still
flying high
The economy is bad, unemployment is high and
the number of airline flights has been cut back.
But Kentuckians are still flying to Florida for the
holidays, say district sales managers for the three
airlines that carry passengers from Louisville to
the Sunshine State.
"They still want the sun, the fun and the beach,"
%id Neil Curtis of Delta Air Lines, which makes
more flights to Florida than any other airline at
Louisville's Standiford Field.
"This year has been a reasonably good year for
holiday travel, in spite of all the economic woes,"
said Curtis.
Many Kentuckians are taking advantage of
special air fares to cut their travel costs, he said.
Delta's most popular bargain fare, called "Buy
and Fly," takes travelers to any of the seven
Florida cities Delta serves awl back for as low as
$258 a person, Curtis said. The plan has virtually no
restrictions.
Another Delta plan called Supersaver allows a
passenger to fly roundtrip to, say, Ft. Lauderdale
for $320, but requires him to make his reservations
at least two weeks in advance. He must also stay at
his destination at least through the next Saturday.
Although regular air fares have gone up around
12 per cent in the last year, government deregulation has created more competition among the major airlines, said Curtis.
As a result, almost all of the companies are now
offering a bargain fare plan to attract passengers.
Eastern Airlines, which flies out of Louisville to
several Florida cities, has a complete package deal
called SuperSeven, said district sales manager
George Webber.
For between $354 to $1,054, someone can fly
roundtrip to Orlando,stay at a hotel for seven days,
drive a rental car all week and in some cases, get a
free pass to Disney World, said Webber. The
traveler's only added expense is for meals and
gasoline.
"I think this really appeals to people because it
gives them an idea of their total vacation cost," he
said.
Eastern has had heavy bookings for holiday
travel this year,said Webber.
Piedmont Airlines offers a few flights from
Louisville to Florida that require the passenger to
change planes in Charlotte, N.C., said district.sales
manager Joe Wathen.
Piedmont's Hopscotch plan permits passengers
flying from Louisville to any of three Florida cities
to pay half-fare, he said. Roundtrip tickets tc Tampa are $166; to Orlando,$172,and to Miami,$193.
Wathen said, however, that seats available
through the plan had completely filled up by the
third week in November.
"People aren't slow on the prime bargains," he
said. "A lot of them made their reservations very
early."
Piedmont still has a Supersaver fare that gives
travelers a 40 percent discount on tickets, as long as
they make reservations at least 7 days ahead and
stay through a Friday,said Wathen.

perspective
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garrotes galley

by m. c. garroff

Here's a good opportunity to boost
a program that really deserves a boost
You have to admire these folks who
get behind our schools, bands and
athletic programs and get out and
hustle up funds for their special
needs and even their very survival.
A recent example is the drive put
on by the Murray Tiger Athletic
Booster Club, which was formed a
few years ago to help promote the
schools' athletic programs.
Jerry Key is the current president.
and Wilma Billington is the
secretary-treasurer. I received a letter recently from them asking me to
join the club and by doing so help support the teams. A single membership
is $15; family memberships $20.
Last year, a similar campaign enticed 139 people to participate, and
more than $6,000 was raised and contributed to the school for its athletic
programs.
Jerry tells me the response this
year has been even greater than last,
and this is great. To date, he says 196
memberships have been sold. Most of
them are family memberships too.
•

•

•

Sometimes I get the feeling that the
achievements of our high school
athletes are overshadowed by Racer
programs at Murray State University. Some of their most significant ac-

complishments seem to just get lost
in the shuffle. They don't really get
the recognition they deserve.
For example, let's take a look at
some of the athletic highlights at
Murray High during just one school
year — 1980-81 — as compiled by
Principal W. A. Franklin.
First, 135 students, or slightly more
than 26 percent of the student body,
participated in the athletic program.
Of these, 44, or 33 percent, participated in two or more sports.
In baseball, it was the fourth year
in a row that Coach Cary Miller and
his Tigers won both the district and
regional tournaments. In four state
tournament appearances, they were
runnersup one year. Two students
from the team now are in college on
baseball scholarships.
Although the football team could
put together only a 4-7 record, three
of its losses were to teams which
went on to win state championships
— Russellville in 1A, Fort Campbell
in 2A and Paducah Tilghman in 4A.
Another lost was to Mayfield,
which lost only two games and was
ranked 'first in Class 2A throughout
the regular season. One player from
this team is now in college on a football scholarship.
•

•

•

In basketball, the Tigers came up
with a 19-10 record, defeated Marshall County to win the district tournament and sent one player to college on a scholarship.
The girls' basketball team had a 196 record, and defeated the Marshall
County girls to win the district tournament.
They did, however, lose a heartbreaker to the Marshall Countians in
the finals of the regional tournament
and saw their neighbors to the north
go on to become runnersup in the
state championship tournament.
In golf, the girls' team won the
regional championship and finished
9th in statewide competition.
Velvet Jones, a member of the
team and one of the finest young, upand-coming lady players in the state,
won the individual state championship.
In track, four borand three girls
qualified in the regional meet, and
went on to compete in state championship events.
• • •
Now, I'd say those are some pretty
impressive records, and these programs are most deserving of all the
support which can be mustered. I
shudder to think of our high schools,
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and even our university, without
athletic programs.
I know of some schools like that,
and they are stnctly Dutivilles with a
capital "D." We all enjoyed exciting
athletic programs when we were
growing up, and we certainly
couldn't, and shouldn't, wish
anything less for our young people of
today.
I know this type of column is not exactly in keeping with the Yuletide
spirit of things, but Jerry tells me
they are about to wind up their present fund campaign.
It still has a few weeks to run, and
there is still time for you to have a
part in it if you have not already participated. It's easy to do.
Simply send your check for a single
membership at $15 or for a $20 family
membership to: Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club, c/ Jerry Key ,
Murray High School, 501 Doran
Road, Murray, KY 42071.
It will give you a good feeling to be
a part of this program, and I can
assure you they will be most appreciative of your support.
You can't invest money any more
soundly than in young people, be it in
the classroom or in the athletic programs.

Looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray Lions Club had contributed $500 to Department of - •
Special Education, Murray State
University for instruments and supplies for the speech and hearing
diagnostic center.
Sally Jones Crass was chosen as
Kentucky's Outstanding Young
Woman for 1971. She was nominated
by Murray Branch of American
Association of University Women.
Twenty years ago
The new west side elementary
school had been named in honor of
Luther Robertson, member of Murray City School Board ior 29 years.
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat Mississippi
Southern 77-55 in a basketball game.
Ron Greene was high scorer for MSC
with 21 points.
Thirty years ago
Bobby J. Franks, seaman apprentice USN had completed training at
United States Naval Training Center,
Great Lakes, Ill.
Will Mac Jones, Junior Childress,
Jimmy Boone, and Oury Billington,
members of Murray High School
football team, had been named to the
All-West Kentucky Conference football team.

PROPOSALS FOR
NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS KAE
KILLED 0

Today in history
Today is Thursday, Dec. 3, the
337th day of 1981. There are 28 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 3, 1967, surgeons at South
Africa's Cape Town Hospital
reported a successful human heart
transplant,said to be first of its kind.
On this date:
In 1961, the United States deployed
a platoon of troops along the border
between East and West Berlin as
East Germany began strengthening
the Berlin Wall.
In 1962, London was blanketed by
one of its worst fogs in years, and
scores of people died of sulfur dioxide
poisoning before the fog lifted four
days later.
And in 1975, communists took control of Laos and declared an end to its
600-year-old monarchy.
Ten years ago: India declared a
state of emergency during the war
with Pakistan over Kashmir.
Five years ago: President-elect
Jimmy Carter selected Cyrus Vance
for Secretary of State and Bert Lance
for Budget Director. Neither Vance
nor Lance remained in office for
Carter's full term.
One year ago: President Carter
warned Moscow that any military
moves into Poland would have "the
most negative affect" on U.S.-Soviet
relations.
Today's birthday: Singer Andy
Williams is 51.
Thought for today: The cruelest
lies are often told in silence. —
Robert Louis Stevenson, Scottishborn writer f]850'-1894).
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..GUESS WHICH OF NESE DRAWS PUBLIC OUTRAGE ?
Nancy Reagan gets china, still has problem

WASHINGTON (AP) — With her
new state china about to be
delivered, Nancy Reagan has
another problem: not enough
tablecloths.
"We have a terrible tablecloth
crises Social Secretary Muffie Brandon said.
And there is no money to purchase
new ones.
To make matters worse, Mrs.
Brandon said, "One set of
tablecloths, to my complete and utter
horror, went out to the dry cleaner
and shrunk."
On another occasion, she added,"I
saw a little rip in a beautiful linen
overlay" and she personally sewed
the cloth together just before Mrs.
Reagan's luncheon guests arrived.
"There is not a limitless supply of
decorator linens" at the White
House, Mrs. Brandon said.
Though Mrs. Reagan recently rais-

ed more than $822,000 in
tax-deductible contributions to refurbish the White House, most of it has
been spent and the rest already is
planned for other things.
In addition, there was a separate
donation of more than $209,000 from
the non-profit Knapp Foundation used to purchase new china.
Sheila Tate, Mrs. Reagan's press
secretary, said the first lady has no
plans to purchase new silver because
the existing flatwear will go nicely
with the china. The first shipment of
the specially made Lenox china is expected in mid-December.
"We don't have any money" for
tablecloths, Mrs. Brandon sighed.
Most of the redecoration fund —
$730,000 — was spent on President
Reagan's living quarters on the second and third floors.
The White House Historical

lowdown

Association revealed recently that
the money was used for a variety of
things, including restoring 150 piece
of furniture; replacing 72 lamp
shades and 18 carpets and pads;
purchasing new curtains and drapes
for 26 windows; replacing
wallcoverings in 10 rooms, seven
closets and eight baths, and
replacing obsolete plumbing fittings_
in eight baths.
The remaining $100,000 is earmarked for refinishing mahogany doors on
the state floor, refinishing the wood
floors and buying a new carpet for
the ground loor.
Mrs. Brandon said ,she tries to
make the best of the tablecloth
situation by varying the look as much
as possible with candles,
centerpieces and overlays in contrasting colors.
For example, she said, she found
"old lace overlays up in the attic"

that can be used on top of the
tablecloths.
Most of the tablecloths, used on
round tables at formal banquets
honoring visiting heads of state as
well as at less formal occasions, are
either linen or heavy cotton, Mrs
Brandon said.
Red, Mrs. Reagan's favorit color,
is represented in the mventorfr as are
several pastels for the spring and
summer.
But Mrs. Brandon said that being
limited to six different changes of
tablecloths presents a problem for a
presidential family that enjoys
entertaining.
She worries that people will begin
to notice the repetition.
"It's hard when you have a state
visitor each month," she said. "We
can do it, but you have to be very
imaginative."

by joe crump
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Bulletproof vests for criminals?

REPRESENTATIVE MARIO
BIAGGI (N.Y.) "...Today I am introducing legislation which is aimed
at keeping bulletproof vests off of
criminals in the United States. Under
my bill (H.R. 4978) a bulletproof vest
would be redefined as a firearm. This
would mean that those who sell
bulletproof vests must obtain proper
licenses.
"Current Pederal• law now
restricts importing, manufacturing,
interstate commerce, or dealing in
firearms or ammunition by other
than those who have properly obtained licenses. By redefining bulletproof
vests as a fire:Jun brings them under
these same provisions.
''Further, my bill would make
unlawful the sale of bulletproof vests
to or their purchase by a person
under indictment or a fugitive from

justice.
"As a police officer for 23 years in
the city of New York I feel very
strongly about the need for passage
of this legislation.
"I find it appalling that hardened
criminals have routinely been provided with the additional protection
of p bulletproof vest -- protection
which allowed them to commit wore
crimes.
"I have introduced a bill identical
to one sponsored by my colleague
Mr. Moynihan (N.Y.).
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTSCOMMENT
----There should be no delay in getting
H.R. 4978 out of the Committee on the
Judiciary. It's members include;
1,ungren; Edwards; Danielson;
Moorehead (Calif.); Glickman,

a
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(Kansas); Mazzoli (Ky.); Conyers;
Sawyer ( Mich.; Fish (N.Y.);
Ashbrook; Kindness; Seiberling
(Ohio ); Synar (Okla.); Jack Brooks;
Sam Hall, Jr. (Texas);
Kastenmeier; Sensenbrenner( Wis.).
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Thoughts in season
This thought — a reflection on the
difference between monarchy and
democrat). — is attributed to the
nineteenth-century conservative
Fisher Ames:
Monarcy is like a splendid skip
with all sails-set; it moves
jestically on, then it hits a rock
and sinks forever. Democracy
is like a raft. It never sinks bpt,
damn it, your feet are alwayiria
the water
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Anderson Speaks At Calloway County Humane Society
Meet

Dr. Mary Ann Andep•
son, local veterinarian,
spoke at the meeting of
Calloway County
Humane Society at the
public library. Monday.
Nov. 30.
The veterinarian
discussed the most common diseases of
household pets and
fads Touted,
STARTS TO

cenfraiCtr

7 10,9 10

answerel questions from Peoples Bank and Bank
the audience about, Murray where eie
prevention and treat- items are displa yed,
Members will have a
ment.
It was announced a- bake sale booth Sal-Pruiq
Veryken-creation doll as a part of activities for
house and handmade Rotary Christmas
quilt will be given Dec. 7 Parade. Several
to the winner among members of the 'society
those having dollar dona- will march in the panelc
tion tickets which will be including a giant Siamese
sold Dec. 3 and 4 at eat,and a Dalmatian dog

*Ow

Sun

Monday
the envelopes attached to throngh
Saturday.
Paw Prints- or mail
Final meeting of the
checks to P. O. Box 764, society for
said Mona Blankenship, Monday, 19817, will
be
a
Dec.
Innmembershipthairman.
cheon to honor the outgo- '
, Shelter manager Carol lug
Barret announced that FiscalCalloway County
Court. For inshelter houis- have been formation
or
extended to include Sun-/ -call 753-4395,reservations
by Saturday,
(lay from i to 4 p.m. along Dec. 5.
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Is Happy To Announce.
That Jeannie Wilson
Bride-Elect of Joe Don Curtis
Has Selected Her
Decorating Accessories
From our Register
Jeannie and Joe Don
Will Wed Jon. 9, 1981
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who will have messages
for the public. Baked
items for the sale should
be delivered by 9 a.m. on
Vie court square, said
M atrc i zs Dillon" and
Margaret Terinnie,chair'
man.
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DEAR DR. LAMB — I
need a good diet I can use to balanced diet and can be the
basis for your eating pattern
keep my weight down that for
the years to come.
won't give me that starved,
I
anxious feeling. I have been ablyrecognize that you probwant to stay lean for
on fad diets at times and
appearance's sake. That is
then I lost 60 pounds and fine.
But if that is the only
have been successful in
reason you need to re-evalukeeping it off, but I have to ate
keep going to the club pro- mal your situation. it is norfor women to have a litgram and that is expensive.
tle more body fat than men.
If I had a specific diet to If
your blood pressure, chofollow I could be more
lesterol and other medical
successful. I ride my bike findings are
in a good range
from 11 to 12 miles a day you
have to ask why you
and do other exercises but
want to make so much effort
I'm still having a hard time to
avoid a few pounds of norkeeping my weight down.
eat between 1,200 and 1,300 mal body fat. Staying lean is
good for the health
calories a day: any less and I usually
but there is such a thing as
feel starved and nervous
overdoing it.
DEAR READER - There
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
are lots of fad diets that will read some place that if you
cause people to lose weight. need a lot of energy, for fishSome will cause people to ing, hunting, hiking or the
lose their health as well. You like, that you should eat well
need to design a diet that for it the night before. I
comes from ordinary foods understand that is better and
and which-you can follow for more important in providing
life, Obviously it should be a energy than a candy bar
balanced diet,
along the way. Is this true?
Avoid the many high- What can you do for energy?
DEAR READER — There
protein, low-carbohydrate
diets. Many of these are are a lot of mistaken ideas
health wreckers. Ewryone about eating to provide
needs carbohydrates in their instant energy. Before -ny
diet. A good portion of your food can provide energy it
most important vitamins must be emptied from the
and minerals come from stomach into the intestine
vegetables, cereals and and then absorbed into the
fruit, all carbohydrate foods. bloodstream.
Fat foods or foods that
You may want to add
some weight training to your contain fat may stay in the
program. If you develop and stomach for hours. Many
maintain good muscle candies also contain fat. Solstrength - and they don't ids need to be liquified into a
have to be bulging muscles slush before being emptied
- the muscles will help you from the stomach and that
use more calories at rest may take time. The best
and ease your dieting situa- immediate energy source is
tion.
a sweet liquid.
Glucose water for glucose
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7, tests provides glucose within
Weight Losing Diet, which 30 minutes, if taken on an
contains a specific diet as empty stomach.
Good meals the day
you evidently want. Others
who want this issue can send before a trip do help replen75 cents with a long, ish the body energy stores.
Fad low-calorie diets do just
stamped, self-addressed the
opposite. These body
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box stores, such as glycogen in
1551, Radio City Station, muscle and in liver, are the
New York, NY 10019. It is a initial source of the energy
your body
uses.
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Design a balanced diet
Lawrence E. Lamb,11.D.

.Pick.
.... spit

visit in your
new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
qucely after a WELCOME. WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places
to shop. Usef61 gifts and invitations YOU can redeem for
more gifts from civic minded businesses. That's what

my visit Is altabotrt- and it',s free.
A WELCOME WAGON can is easy to arrange and is such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
"

Katherine Oethied I53-30/1
Hostesses
filgeberg King(Asst.)492-1348
Nary ileasitten(Asst)
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Hospital Report
11-30-81
Adults 164
Nursery 7
NEWBORN
ADILLSSIONS
Darnell, Baby Boy
(Rhonda), Rt. 1, Farmington.
Broctwell, Baby Girl
(Susan), 606 Dunlap,
By Abigail Van Buren
Paris,Tenn•
Etuoksvu, Baby Boy
(Catherine), Rol 2409
University Station, Murray.
DISMISSALS
DEAR ABBY: Thanks a lot for telling my mother-in-law
that she is entitled to use her dead husband's name forever. Ellen G. James, 1628
She refused to sleep with this man for the last 20 years of his Miller, Murray, Denise
life, then she nagged him to death. I never heard her call Edwards and Baby Boy,
him anything but "that s.o.b." the whole time she lived with Rt. 1, Hardin,Marguerite
him. And now that he is gone, she insists on being called Waala
and Baby Girl, Rt.
"Mrs. John Smith."
My husband is John Smith Jr., and his mother still goes 6, Paris, Tenn., Pamela
by Mrs. John Smith. I wish she would use her given name so Carole Reed and Baby
people wouldn't get us mixed up, because I am Mrs. John Boy, P. 0. Box 942, MurSmith, too.
ray, William H Roberts,
Abby, why don't you tell these widows to get on with their Rt. 7, Mayfield.
own lives and quit hanging onto the past? They just sit Daniel
Eric Hicks,
around and suck up the Social Security money and wait to
Shady Oaks Trlr. Pk. No.
die. What a waste!
NO NAMES OR TOWN, PLEASE 86, Murray, Barry
Wilson, Rt. 3, Benton,
DEAR NO: Regardless of your personal feelings Gary W. Atkerson, Jr.,
about your mother-in-law, the fact is, a woman is Rt. 1, Benton, Rebecca J.
entitled to use her late husband's name as long as she
Clark, Rt. 8, Murray,
lives — unless she marries again.

atilL)

Nagging Wife Becomes
Name-Dropping Withrw

Lillie S. Armstrong, 805
North 18th St., Murray.
Maggie L. Clark, 206
Broadway Place,
Mayfield, Mary E. McCuistion, Rt. 5 Box 171,
Murray, Grace D. Jeffrey, do William T. Jeffrey, 200 Henry St.,
Frankfort, Wallace D.
Scarborough, 905
Fairlane Dr., Murray,
Etha M. Cope, Rt. 5,
Mayfield.
PARIS PATIENT Edward L. Hudson of
Hazel has been dismissed
from Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.

A new kind of door keeps
heat inside a home in the
winter, and outside a
home in the summer.

DEAR ABBY: This is to thank you for your Thanksgiving
Day column. It gave me the strength to make it through
another day.
I am in the Army, stationed in South Korea, and I find it
hard to be thankful for anything while I am unwillingly
separated from my dear wife and two children.
I am under constant pressure from my buddies to go out
with the local "girls," And I'm criticized because I won't. I
am in a race with myself to see if I end up in a hospital from
too much alcohol or from a nervous breakdown.
I volunteered to work today to keep my mind off the fact
that it's a holiday. After reading you today, I realized that
as homesick and blue as I am, lots of people have it wort.
Thank you.
THANKSGIVING IN KOREA

A

3 DAYS
iv so.,
ONLY
sis• cleY
ote. New low price on a

Longtime favorite

399.

•• *

DEAR ABBY:I just have to share this with somebody! My
5-year-old son said, "Mommy, do you know what I want for
Christmas most of all?"
I thought to myself, "That little con artist — I wonder
what he wants now?" His answer knocked me right off my
feet. He said."A11 I want is a mommy who doesn't smoke
anymore. I love you very much and want you to live for a
l00000ng time." Then he put his chubby arms around my
neck and kissed me.
I had to wine away a tear. It's been two weeks, and I
haven't had a cigarette since. I don't think I will ever smoke
again. Wish me luck.
NANCY IN KANSAS CITY
•
DEAR NANCY: I wish you luck. And kiss your
beautiful son for me.

Handwoven Maharlika Chair,$
ormerly $49.99 Now

Cushion Sold Separately
(No•Loyaways On Sale Items)

The new

Pier I
Piatiorts

err),anima% ii ll/i,i

Sale!
Junior
Coordinates
from the #1
Junior Maker

40% Off

• ••

DEAR THANKSGIVING: Hang in there. Your
letter made my day. If you'll permit me a little
unsolicited advice: Stay away from the bottle. One
drink is too many and a hundred isn't enough. Write
home every.day, keep busy, stay out of trouble and,
yes, pray. And before you know it, you'll be home
with your family. God love you.

jJ

collections
Bel Air Center
Murray

116-1 Set. 1114 Sec is

Let7<sc,
GIFT SOUK" 1

Just to help Santa save.
were having a sale on
our famous name junior
coordinates.(A maker so
famous, we can't
mention the names?)
Beautiful pastel woolblend blazers, skirts, and
pants with matching
sweaters and blouses.

Blazers
Skirts
Pants
Blouses
Sweaters

Reg. 69.00
Reg. 36.00
Reg. 39.00
Reg. 26.00
Reg. 49.00

41.99
21.99
22.99
15.99
28.00

Super Savings!
Misses Coordinates

50% Off
• Russ
• Aileen
• Donkenny
• Trissi
• Queen Casuals
Just in time for
Christmas we're .
putting all your
favorite famous name
Misses coordinates on
sale! Hurry in and save
on Blazers, skirts. pants,
sweaters, and blouses.
a
dr- •

1

Two and Three Piece Skirt and,
Vest Sets
••••
Reg. 30.00 to 42.0(l

Three Piece Set 17.99 ssTwo Piece Set

14.99

Three piece skirt orid
sets include mal,:hvid
to compliment A
vest and r»atciwiri
blend plaid -An-, Aipiece sets
and matching
.
or wool-bier —
and Junior
__J

24.

Leather Highlights
Sale

20% OFF
ENTIRE STOCK
Today's Girl'
Pantyhose

Select Group - Save $4.99
Direct from the craftsmtn of
Brazil, a select group of luxurious
leather and wood Highlights at
, the incredible low price of only
$18! Select from clogs, sling'backs and dress sandals in a
ciariety of uplib-the-Thinursie—
looks.. Regularly $22.99.
Imagine . such quality .
such
'styling . . . for only $18!

i

VISA

Payless
Shoe
Source

Sole prices good through the weekend.

PADUCAH
Bog K Shopping Or
()per,9om 9pm Dolly, I? 6prn Sunday
Almorameme.

MURRAY
Central Shopping Center
Open 9am 9prn Doily, 126 pm Sunday

CAPE GIRARDEAU
New Location
West Pork Mall
Open 9:30 am 9 30 pm Daily

Centrol Shopping Center Hwy 64!
His: 10-9 Mon iSjot 1 5 Si,
A
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Luncheon Planned
•

The annual Christmas
luncheon for the ladies of
the Oaks Country Club
will be at noon Wednesday, Dec. 9, at the
clubhouse.
Carita Lamb and
Suzanne Oakley are
heading the committee of
hostesses who will
prepare and serve this
special luncheon. Reservations should be made
as soon as possible by
calling The Bamboo
Garden,753-3906.
Prior to the luncheon,
the ladies will play bridge
at 9:30. Those who would
like to play should call the
bridge hostess, Ruth
Caldwell,753-3906.
A business meeting
followed the November
luncheon for the purpose
of electing officers. New
officers are as follows:

f

NEW MEMBERS — Participa a
in a pledge ritual for Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigina Phi were, left to right,front row, Linda Lane, Dot Ford,
Sue Smith, Krista Crass, Jackie Gresham, back row, Donna Maynard, Linda
Walker,Debbie Woods, Martha Ryan,and Debbie Miller.

Xi Alpha Delta Has Meet
Ten new members participated in the pledge
ritual ceremony at a
meeting of Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi at Ellis Community Center.
They were Linda Lane,
Martha Ryan, Dot Ford,
Jackie Gresham, Donna
Maynard, Debbie Woods,
Kirsta Crass, Sue Smith,
Linda Walker, and Debbie Miller. Debbie Par-.

due was absent at this
meeting.
Barbara Chilcutt,
president, presided and
conducted the ritual
ceremony.

Wilson, hostesses. Other
members present were
Joyce Thomas, Martha
Ryan, Barbara Williams,
Wanda Miles, Vicky
Holton, Dot Ford, Lois
Mary Wells, general
Emerson,
Rowena
Ruiz;
of ladies acchairman
Glenda Wilson
presented a program Mary Ann Barrow, Linda tivities
Sue Wells, secretaryabout "Women To Whom Darnell, Debbie Lyons,
We Are Indebted" which Laura Rollins, Donna treasurer
Maynard,Debbie Wilson,
Program chairmen
was in a form of a quiz.
Mary Graves, Sue Smith,
Mayrelle Clark and
Refreshments were Peggy Shoemaker, Deb- Ruth Caldwell,luncheons
served by Jackie bie Villaflor, Joyce NunDoris Johnson,bridge
Gresham and Glenda nally,and Ila Brown.

OPEN SUNDAYi
1:00-500

OPEN NIGHTS
'TIL 8:30 P.M.

raqtars

-••••

MAGIC
-

CYN-LES

•

according to Paul Kelley,
associate dean of admissions and records.

homes' tour

An annual Christmas
Tour of 'Homes, sponComm
sored by Laurel Oak
Garden Club of Mayfield,
will be Sunday, Dec. 6,
from 1:30 to 6 p.m.
Thursday,Dec.3
Tickets will be
Welcome Wagon Club
available
at thue door of
will have a family
humane society the homes are from any
Christmas party at 6:30
garden club member.
p.m. in Community
Calloway County Homes to be toured inRoom, North Branch, Humane Society will give
clude Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Peoples Bank. Each
away a Veryken-creation Casagrande, 213 Golfcart
member should bring a
doll house and handmade Drive. Mr. and Mrs.
vegetable or salad.
quilt Dec. 7., Winners wW ;David Elvers,804 Usher,
be selected from persons Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne
Murray Women of who have dollar donation Barger, Camelot
Lane,
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. tickets.
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
at lodge hall.
These tickets will be White, 202 Golfcart
available Thursday and Drive,all in Mayfield.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter Friday, Dec. 3 and 4, at
of Beta Sigma Phi will Peoples Bank and Bank
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis of Murray where the fellowship meet
Center.
items will be displayed,
David and Carol Jones
and again on Saturday at
Murray Civitan Club the society bake sale of Mayfield will speak at
will meet at 7 p.m. at which will be a part of the a meeting of Ladies Full
Joe's Fsmily Restaurant. Rotary Christmas Gospel Fellowship
scheduled Saturday, Dec.
parade.
5,
at 9:30 a.m. at Big
Friday,Dec.4
Betty Sledd Group of student enrolled Joe's Restaurant,
Highway 121 North.
First Baptist Church
Anita Sue Terry of Mur- Breakfast will be served
Women will meet at 6:30
enrolled for at 8:45 a.m.
p.m. in the home of Mrs. ray is
classes during the 1981 The speakers are the
Richard Crouch.
fall quarter at the Univer- patents of three teenage
sity of Tennessee at Mar- daughters, according to a
sponsored
Chili supper,
fellowship spokesman
by Ladies Group, The tin.
A total of 125 persons who urges all men,
First Assembly of God,
will be from 6:30 to 8:30 from Kentucky are women and children to atp.m. in Community enrolled at UT Martin. tend the meeting.'
Room,Savings and Loan,
Main 'and Seventh
Streets.
Christmas Medley proThe descendants of the Thomas and Geneva Lee,
gram will be at 7 p.m. in late Tom and Lucy Lee Dwight and Wynnona
Golden Pond Visitors had a family reunion at Brinn.
Center, Land Between the Colonial House
James, Vickie and
the Lakes. Reservations Smorgasbord on Friday Stephanie Holland, Prensuggested and can be evening, Nov. 27.
tice, Modell, and Charles
made by calling 1-924Attending the event Holland, Rex and Betty
5602,extension 295.
were the following:
Jones, Opal Warren,
Ovie and Eva Lee,Earl Richard and Barbara
Hazel and Douglas and Juanita Lee, Pete Latimer, Rickey -nd
Centers will be open from and Odie Burkeen, Warren Latimer, Cleo,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Nelline Weatherford, June, Donald and Roger
tivities by Senior Marvin, Vandelene, Colson, David Conner,
'Citizens.
Vanessa, Jerri, and Toni, Nick, Jesse, and
Leslie Weatherford, Wayne Horton, all of
Saturday Dec.5
"Old Time" Singing
will be at 7 p.m. at
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.

unity
Calender

Full gospel Business
Men's Fellowship will not
meet at Triangle at 8 a.m.
but will meet at 8:45 a.m.
with Women's group at
Joe's Family Restaurant
at 8:45 a.m.

00,rs
Now OPEN
NIGHTS'TM 8:30
8:30, SUNDAYS 1:00-5:00

•
41,

if\
VANITY FAIR,
Cabal
13.11

Victorian
Cameo
Pith
131

The annual Christmas
luncheon of Calloway
County Retired Teachers
Association scheduled for
Monday, Dec. 7, at noon
has been changed to
Western Sizzling
Steakhouse.
Dr. Rubye Smith, president, urges all retired
teachers to attend and to
note the change in place.

charm pageant,
America's Miss Charm
National Scholarship
Pageant is looking for
girls all over the state to
represent their city or
county at the upcoming
national finals.
A girl in each of the 5
age divisions will be
selected to represent
their city or coanty.
Little Miss (ages 44),
Miss Ideal (7-9), Jr. Miss
(10-12), Teen (3-16), and
Miss (17-25). Each one
will compete in a private
interview,talent,evening
gown and sportswear.
Over $20,000 in cash
scholarships, prizes and
awards will be presented
throughout the finals.
As a Youth Development Program in its 4th
year, it encourages community and state participation through, civic
and social organizations
by giving of their time
and talents to charitable
functions.
Each representative
will be officially crowned
and presented a trophy at
the National Finals for
her participation. Mail a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for
more details to
America's Miss Charm,
P. 0. Box 7246, Jacksonville, N. C. 28540, (919)455-0038"

Murray.
'Ross, Sheila, and
Shauna Dever,
Owensboro; Michael and
Robert Braden,
Hopkinsville; Dorothy
Morris, Joliet, 41.;
Larry Morris, Urbana,
Ill.; Wayne, Janet, Jack,
and Eric Lee, Jackson,
Miss.; Robert, Anna Lou,
Kent, Sara, and Ryan
Lee, Louisville; Willie,
Lends, Greg, and Brian
Massa,New Lenox,Ill.

Gospel Singing

Choose from several destinctive styles of
these novelty embroidered sweaters, 30.00.

OPEN SIX NIGHTS A WEEK

retired teachers

Lee Family Has Reunion

,g•

4

from

Carita Lamb and Marsha Hargrove,golf
Jeanie Morgan,tee-off
Murrelle Walker,
ladies' beginnergolf
Joyce Nunnally,
children's activities
Essie Caldwell, Mini.
max records
Masa Read,publicity

/"."'•-•

Widows luncheon,sponsored by Young Adult
Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
will be at 12 noon in multipurpose room of the
church. For transportation call the church office.
Wranglers Riding Club
will have a potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. followed
by presentation of tropies
and ribbons an.; entertainment by a band at
West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Bake sale, sponsored
by Northside Independence Church
Women, will start at 9
a.m. in front of Lerman's,
west side of court square.
Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World
Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at west end of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Exquisite daywear with the
look of handsome lingerie. ..
Every beautiful piece has
the satin embroidery cameo
appliqued on net for a very
sensuous and feminine look.

-4
-

•

•

At The

Coldwater Baptist Church
Sun.-Dec.6, 1981
•
2-4 p.m.
Featuring "The Watchmen"
Also Special Singing
By "The Gospel Lights"

Coldwater Baptist Church
In Coldwater Hwy.121

-Murray

voure
Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

6

They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

•
Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will.meet
at 7:30p.m. at lodge hall.

And Don't Forget Gibson: Will Ship A Christmas Nam
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

DECA Club of
Marketing and
Distributive Education
Class of Murray Vocational School will have
road blocks for muscular
dystrophy from 12 noon to
3 p.m.

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Georanteed Tender
129

Christmas bazaar of
Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church will
be from 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Wal-Mart North.
Jackson Purchase Rabbit Breeders Club will
show at 8 a.m. in conjunction with Kentucky Rabbit Breeders Association
at A. Carman Pavilion,
College Farm !toa(l.

4
00

No amp For Cart*, Wrappiog
I Freezing

-

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
1i7N. Ird St.

non /MINI
NOM7:•••S:SO /444.40.

V.Accept Fla
%OW

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Nlurroy."
•

BEST

COF
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Production Scheduled Saturday

Murray -Residents To Perform In 'Messiah'
•

Two IldiOrray residents
will be among the vocal
soloists with the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus this Saturday
when they perform
Handel's "Messiah" at
8:15 m. Jetton Auditorium,Paducah.
The orchestra, chorus,.
and four soloists will be
under the direction of
another Murray resident,
Gerald Loren Welker,
professor of music at
Murray State. The
soloists will be Kay Gardner Bates, alto;
Lawrence Clark, bass,
both of Murray; Janice
Cowherd, soprano, and

Clark is a native of
Topeka, Kan. He received his bachelor of music
degree from
Westminister Choir College and a master's
degree from Indiana
University. He has served as choral directoi for
many churches and was
an assistant professor of
voice at Murray State
University until he
retired last year.
Clark has appeared as
soloist in many cantatas
and oratorios. These performances were in Germany and the states of
Missouri, Kansas,
Michigan, New York,

nessee, Missouri and
Georgia.
She was the winner of
the Grand Opera Company Competition of
Philadelphia and finalist
in the New York City
Opera and the Gran
Canarios (Canary
Islands) Opera Competitions. Bates also has been
awarded a fellowship by
the Atlanta Opera Company and the Stanworth
Performance Award.
Bates will be performing the role of Ludmilla in
"The Bartered Bride"
with the Kentucky Opera
Association in Louisville
in February.

JohnDrest,tenor, both of
Paducah.
Bates is an assistant
professor at Murray
State University. She
earned her MFA degree
In performance at the
University of Georgia,
and did additional studies
In opera theater at the
Philadelphia Music
Academy and at the
Barga Opera Festival,
Ba ga,Italy.
professional experience includes performances with the syinphonies of Louisville and
Kay Bates
Nashville, the opera companies of South Jersey, ta, and sacred and solo
Pennsylvania and Atlan- recitals throughout Ten-

Lawrence Clark
Florida, New Jersey, Indiana and Kentucky.
Other stage engagements
have been as diverse as
Jud in "Oklahoma" and

Count Alrnaviva in "Marriage of Figaro."
Welker holds the
bachelor 'of music,
master of music,and doctor of musical arts degree
from the Eastman School
of Music. In addition, he
has studied conducting at
the post-doctoral level
with Roger Wagner,Cunther Theuring, and
Frederick Fennell.
Welker has been a
member of the conducting and ensemble
faculties at Union University, Appalachian State
University, and the
University of Central
Florida. Welker was ap-

pointed Music Du-et-W/2nd Conductor of the
Paducah Symphony and
Chorus in the fall of 1980
A number of Murray
musicians are members
-of both the orchestra
and chorus.
WKMS-FM, Murray
State's fine arts station
will record the concert in
stereo and broadcast it on
Mon., Dec. 21 at 8 p.m. on
91.3 FM.
Ticket reservations for
this Saturday's performance can be obtained
by calling locally 436-2206
or, in Paducah, 4434665.
Tickets will also be
available at the door.

Benefit Programs Included
In Next Round Of Budget Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's next round of
budget -slashing
recommendations will include
"substantial" cuts in the government's benefit programs, Senate
Majority Leader Howard H.
Baker Jr. says.
"I think every one except Social
Security is being examined" for
potential cuts, Baker said of the 27
benefit programs.
The largest • programs being
considered for cuts include
Medicare and Medicaid, health
care programs for the elderly and
poor; a variety of government
pension programs; welfare and
food stamps.
The benefit payments of these
-programs are tied to inflation, and
some Republicans-have suggested
across-the-board changes to slow
their growth.
Baker, R-Tenn., declined to cite
specific figures. But other sources
who asked to remain anonymous
indicated Wednesday that budget
director David A. Stockman is
looking toward a two-year
package of430 billion to $40 billion
in cuts in entitlements — those
programs which pay . benefits

at Shoemaker Seed
BATTLING THE FLAMES — Firemen are lighted by the flames from last night's fire
the blaze. A concrete block building
from
buildings
adjacent
several
save
to
struggled
Firefigbers
Company.
damage.
built in the 1940's wasrazed by the flames.Other buildingssuffered some
Photo By Kaye Peebles

Teachers Apologize For Search
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Three
schoolteachers took the
boys and girls in a thirdgrade class to , their
respective restrooms and
made them strip in a
search for $4 in missing
fundraising money,
school officials said.
The teachers, all
women, "said they made
a mistake" and apologized to parents of five of the
youngsters, Principal
Margaret Wright of
Frayser Elementary
School said. There are 28
children in the class, but

Mrs. Wright said she did
not know how many of
them were in school
Monday, when the incident occurred.
Mrs. Wright said the
teachers, whom she did
not identify, would meet
with the other parents.
Louisville lawyer Stuart
Yussman, said he will
meet Friday with several
parents to discuss
whether to file a lawsuit.
The teachers were
ordered to submit reports
and Jefferson County
Superintendent Donald
Ingwerson said he was

"waiting for the results"
of an investigation to
determine whether
disciplinary action is in
order.
Mrs. Wright said she
never would have
authorized a strip search
and found out about it only after parents
complained.
"I personally cannot
condone such behavior,"
she said. "It's
humiliating and
degrading for the child to
experience." She called
the teachers' decision "a
poor judgment call,

which we can all be guilty
of."
The $4 turned up later
in the day in a boy's
locker, but Mrs. Wright
said she didn't know how
it was found.
Linda Romas said her
8-year-old daughter was
searched and she thinks
"the teacher should be
fired."
The search was conducted in .the morning
after a pupil's $4
collection from selling 4H Club raffle tickets was
taken and no child would
admit taking it.

directly to individuals as mandated by law.
As the administration prepares
its fiscal 1983 budget, to be
submitted to Congress in January,
congressional Republicans and
Reagan aides appear to be nearing agreement on the outlines of
spending cuts for a new government stopgap money bill • to
replace the one that expires Dec.
•
15.
Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Mark 0. Hatfield. R-Ore., said Wednesday that
Republican congressional staffers
and administration officials have.agreed on a "technical draft" that
outlines about $4 billion in savings
for the 1982 fiscal year, which
began Oct. 1.
The work completed by staffers
Wednesday was to be presented to
Republican congressional leaders
today.
GOP leaders and administration officials have been meeting
on Capitol Hill this week in hopes
of avoiding another confrontation
and disruption of government
operations.
A major aim Of this week's

meetings has been to agree on a
common set of budget numbers.
Reagan has insisted on at least
half the $8.4 billion in 1982
domestic spending cuts that he requested in September. Last week,
he vetoed a compromise stopgap
measure — shutting down nonessential government services for
half a day — after administration
officials said It would have achieved less than $2 billion in cuts
Congressional figures showed the
agreement within Reagan's
budget.
After Wednesday's meeting,
reporters asked Hatfield whether
Stockman, who attended the session, had accepted the numbers in
the tentative plan.
"I wouldn't be here if I didn't
feel there was pretty unanimous
agreement in that room," Hatfield
said.
The interim measure providing
'funds for executive branch agencies and the judiciary is necessary
because Congress has passed only
three of the 13 regular appropriations bills that provide money for
government operations.

Off
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On Interior PaintSuper Sales Days!
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Wall Paint
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Enamel
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Freshman Attends
4-H Congress
A local 4-Her joined
teens from all over the
nation at the 60th National 4-H Congress in
Chicago,Illinois, Nov. 29Dec. 3. Thirty-eight 4H'ers from Kentucky
were among the 1,700 4H'ers who competed for
more than $265,000 in college scholarships to be
awarded at the congress.
Jeer= Cooper, 18 of
Calloway county has been
recognized for her
outstanding accomplishments and will
receive an expense-paid
trip. Cooper, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Cooper, Lynn
Grove, won state honors
In the Teen Leadership
program, sponsored by
Kentucky Farm Buteau
Insurance. She has served as teen leader for the

Jury
Meets
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A special federal
grand jury that has been
iriAugating Ketitticity
government _for nearly
PIA years met for about 15
minutes Wednesday,then
adjourned.
The panel apparently
called no witnesses.
John Fitzgibbons, a
U.S. Department of
Justice attorney, declined comment on the grand
jury's business.
The panel's current
term will expire Dec. 13
un1j.it receives another
entenskm.

VAILABLE

Kappa Holiday Tour
of Homes
December 13 1-4 p.m.
On Tour

PA

Ii
I

It
I.j
)
:
DC:

Jeanna Cooper
Superstars 4-H Club and
the Calloway County Middle School 4-H Club.
A 1981 graduate of
Cab Way County High
School, she was a
member of the Chamber
Singers, Columbia Blues,
and Teens Who Care. She
is presently a freshman
at Murray State.

.11/11,

1710

11.99

directed.
• 707 Stylish
Colors
• Scrubbable

Alkyd Satin
Enamel
• 707 Stylish Crlini%
• One Coat Coverage
appOrsd as directed
• Scrubbilible
•

Peg $15 99gal
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109

Reg S21) 99 gal

15.99g.
Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use ot these coatings or your purchase Price *oil be refunded

30%0ff
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•t

Reg $1699
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Mr.and Mrs. Don Kelly
Hermitage Place
Mr. and Mrs. Kim Wallis
Butterworth Rd.
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Vire
Edinborough Dr.
Tickets Available $4.00
The Bamboo Garden
Evelyn's Beauty Shop
Pier-I and
Happiness Place
All Kappa Members

tJ

• One Coat Coverage
spotted as dtrected
• Scrubbable

• One coat
coverage,

peC e

Wallpaper 30900ff

On All Brushes
and Rollers!

"It
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• Fashionable Patterns
To Fit Every
Decorating Style
• Selected Books
Including Grassclottl
Patterns
Select From:
• Strippable
• Scrubbable
• Pre-Pasted Patterns
See Our Complete Book
Selection Including
Exclusive Patterns
Found Only At
Sherwin-Williams Stores
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Patterns
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"tskyTirne For Sergeants"
Tonight!
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Keep A Good Thing Going... All Across Kentucky!
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Southside Shopping Center
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Saluki Free Throws Sink MSU

DOUBLE PROTECTION — Racer cheerleader Leandra Vaughn of
Louisville
uses the double finger cross method to help a Murray State player with
his free
throw. The ploy was unsuccessful on this shot and for the entire game
as MSU
fell to Southern Minois,71-65.
Photo by Jim Rector

Reidland
Clothing
898-6981

By JIM RECTORtheir free throws."
the MSU-Arkansas Col- ray High School. Attell
Sports Editor
Another factor in the lege game, will be on sale tickets
will cost 1111,
CARBONDALE, Ill. —
Racers' loss was the today and Friday at Mur- students$4.
•
After it happened Lamont
absence of Hood is board
Sleets didn't have to say a
work during much of
word. The grimace on his
SIU's scoring spree. The
face as he was bodily car8-7 forward hauled in 11
ried off the basketball
rebounds and led the
court at Southern Illinois
Racers in scoring with 18
University did the talking
despite playing only 26
for him.
minutes.
Sleets, who just last Racers,Greene denied he
At 14:54 of the second
Monday broke the 1,000 noted any sinking feeling half Hood drew his fourth
point career mark, in his team's attitude foul and rode the bench
wasn't the only fallen then.
until only six minutes reRacer Wednesday night
"I didn't think we sank mained. -It takes a lot
as the whole Murray when he went out, but from us when we lose
State team took a 7145 what sank us was when Hood," Greene agreed.
thrashing at the hands of we didn't sink any free
After his bencha blazing Saluki squad.
throws;" Greene said. warming stint, Hood
During his post-game The Racer coach describJ. _returned to the lineup to
interview MSU coach ed his team's first loss in lead the comeback that
Ron Greene described three outings,"I think we eventually cut the
Sleets' condition as "the played tight...too ten- Salukis' advantage to
tailend of a five-week old tative against the press. four, 65-61, with :55 left
stress fracture" he had We didn't attack it as well and again at 67-63 with
been nursing since the as I thought we should :26 to play.
first week of basketball have Cit this was our first
Three Salukis hit the
practice this season.
time on the road, we were double-figure mark with
Last night the 5-10 down and could have James Copeland on top
guard's ankle just given up, but we didn't. with 20. Fourteen of his
couldn't take the strain And I'm proud of that."
game-high points came
anymore.
After falling behind by from the charity stripe
Pre-X-ray examina- as much as 17 with only where he attempted 17
tions last night prompted 4:00 to play, the Racers shots.
estimates that the pro- battled back despite havTeammates Darnell
duct of Eminence, Ky., ing four fouls on Glenn Jones and Ken Byrd
would probably miss one Green, Ricky Hood and tallied 19 and 12 points.
to two weeks of playing Mike McDuffen — all
The game gave both
time. X-rays were starters.
MSU and SIU identical 2scheduled for today.
The game, though, was 1 records for the season.
Sleets went down in decided at the foul line MSU still leads the series
mid-stride with 8:31 re- when the Salukis con- 6-5.
maining in the second verted on 25 of 32 free
Murray State returns
half. His teammates were throws and the Racers home for a collision with
in the throes of a lopsided only tallied 11 of 17, but Arkansas College Satur23-4 scoring spree by the missed thew front shot on day night in Racer Arena
Salukis that changed a 36- at least four one-and-one in a 7:30 p.m. contest
33 MSU advantage into a situations.
preceded by a high school
56-40 deficit in less than
"That was the game' game featuring Murray
STAY CALM — Murray State coach Ron Greene
nine minutes.
right there," said MSU High and Heath beginn- instructs his players during
a timeout Wednesday
Although losing Sleets assistant coach Steve ing at 5:30 p.m.
night. MSU lost its first game in three outings, fallat that time was certainly Newton, "We outscored
Advance tickets, which ing 7145,to Southern Illinois.
an untimely and costly them from the field by
will be honored for both
Photo by Jim Rector
personnel blemish for the four (27-23), but they hit
the MRS-Heath game and

REIDLAND

WEST PADUCAH
MEN'S STORE

West Pod. Men Store
442-2421

Pre-Christmas So
Prices Good Friday thru Monday
Mens Department

Everything in The Store

10%
'Dingo Western Boots
'All Weather Coats
'Insulated Coveralls
*Suits
*Sl

Off

acks

Special

Levi Super
Bells

•Sportcoats
'Flannel Shirts
•All Weather Coats
*Down Coats
Don't Forget Our BIG & TALL Department
Everything For the Big & Tall Man!

1 399

*Suits
*Sport Coats

Inside Reidland Clothing

Ladies Department

*Jeans
'Slacks

'Jump Suits
*Shirts

Everything in Stock

/
12

Price Plus $1 00

Inside Reidland Clothing

Oriental Department

20%

ors,rris."4.'
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Cage Slate Erupts

,

Lady Tigers Host Lady Patriots

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
High School basketball
tar
with
with a trickle
tonight and maintains a
steady", matchup-perniggt pace until Wednesday with only a slight
pause on Sunday night.
Tonight Murray High
School opens its varsity
and junior varsity girls
schedules when the Lady
Tigers host the Lady
Patriots from Paris,
Tenn.
The contest will be an
interesting one between a
pair of squads struggling
to rebuild after suffering
key personnel losses.

The Lady Tigers were
riddled by graduation,
lost two girls who moved
out of state, one who married and then the final
blow came when senior
Lynette Thompson died
of acute Leukemia in October.

subject to the graduation begins witn a juruor var.- p.m.).
- Calloway County's
blues, will be looking for sity game at 6:30 p.m.
replacements to three
Friday the Tigers, Lfikers initiate their
starters from last year's along with the junior var- season on Friday when
17-9 team including all sity boys team, attempt coach Chic Nute leads his
district players Melissa to find the winning track boys to a 6:30 p.m. enRay and center Michelle when thcy travel to counter at Fulton City.
Norman.
Mayfield for games Junior varsity teams
Another interesting beginning at 6:30 p.m.
tipoff the evening's commatchup
will
be
the
petition.
play
The rebuilding has
MRS lost its first outing
Neither CCHS varsity
been a slow, painful pro- between 5-10 junior forcess, yet coach Rick ward Monica Greene and at Paris Monday night team sees action again
Fisher refuses to give up. Henry County's Melissa when they fell to Henry until Tuesday when both
Veazey, also a 5-10 County, 66-59. Saturday the Lakers and the Lady
Senior Kim Tharpe at 5- starter.
the varsity Tigers see ac-....Lakers host district rival
101
/
2 -Willarieboe the
tion again when they play--Marshall County beginnTonight will be MHS' Heath at Murray State's ing at 6:30 p.m.
center of the Lady Tiger
offense and defense and first outing while the Racer Arena.
Monday a solo high
will be tested by the Lady Lady Patriots enter the
The MHS-Heath game school matchup features
Patriots' 5-10 sophomore contest with the weight of 5:30 p.m.) will precede Murray High girls at
two close losses already the Racers' game against Caldwell County (6:30
Gretchen Wood.
The Lady Patriots, also 'on their slate. Play Arkansas College (7:30 p.m. tipoff I.

CFA,NCAA Collide In Convention
ST. LOUIS (AP) - A
dispute involving football
television contracts was
the issue that caused the
schools in the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association to gather in
special convention, but
the heart of t,hc matter
was the complaint by
some gridiron powers
that they give too much
and get too little.
About 400 schools were
expected to be
represented today for the
opening of the conclave
which will consider proposals for reorganization
of the organization.
The convention was
called after the College
Football Association,
made up of the major

gridiron powers,
negotiated a television
contract with NBC.
The NCAA had alneady
committed its members,
including the 61 CFA
schools, to a television
contract with ABC and
CBS.
Although thtleIeVision
contract sparked The call
for a special convention,
members of the CFA,
which contributes the
bulk of .NCAA revenue,
have long complained
that smaller schools
dominate NCAA
policymaking by sheer
weight of their numbers.
The NCAA Council was
to hold a closed meeting
while the various
conferences were to

ly two of its 139 members
since 1978 while
membership in Division I
as a whole has increased
from 237 schools to 276
schools.
The CFA wants its
schools in a division of
their own and has
proposed creating a new
Division IV. Qualifications for the nPw division
include an average attendance of 20,000 at home
games played in a
stadium with a minimum
seating capacity of 30,000.
That proposal would
create havoc and "divisional clutter" in the
NCAA, according to
association President
Jim Frank.
In a counter-proposal,

caucus- before general
debate began later in the
day.
Reorganization has
failed in 1976, 1977, 19'1-8
and 1979, although
Division I, where the big
schools play, was split in
two in 1978.
The intent of the split
into Division I-A and
Division I-AA was to
"provide institutions with
similar commitments
and essentially like
programs a common
deliberative forum."
TheNCA A
acknowledges "that objective has not been
achieved in Division I-A
football or in Division I as
a whole."
Division I-A has lost on-

UK Coach Search Continues

No Word From UK
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Miami football
coach Howard
Schnellenberger was in
Lexington, but Maryland
Coach Jerry Claiborne
says he hasn't been approached yet concerning
the coaching position at
the University of
Kentucky.
It was not revealed
whether
Schnellenberger, a
former Kentucky
All-American, was in
town in connection with
the coaching job, which
was vacated last week
when Fran Curci was
fired after nine seasons.
Schnellenberger and
Hagan ate lunch together
Wednesday at the
Lexington Country Club,
according to a report by

Sports,
Briefly
BASEBALL
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Fernando Valenzuela,
the chunky left-hander
who helped the Los
Angeles Dodgers to the
world championship, was
voted the NL Rookie of
the Year, becoming the
first player to capture the
Cy Young Award and
Rookie of the Year honors
in the same year.
Valenzuela received
171
/
2 first place votes and
61
/
2 for second for 107
points. Montreal outfielder .Tim Raines got
the remaining first place
votes (61
/
2) and secondplace ballots (171
/
2)for 85
points. The balloting was
done by the Baseball
Writers Association of
America.
Valenzuela compiled a
13-7 record, a 2.48 earned
run average, and
league-leading totals in
innings pitched (192),
shutouts (8), strikeouts
(180) and complete
games(11).
NEW YORK (AP) -Greg Luzinski of ,tte
Chicago White Sox was
named winner of the AL's
outstanding .designated
hitter award for 1981.
Luzinski, acqiiired
from the Philadelphia
Phillles during spring
training, batted .265 with
2/ home runs and 62 runs
batted in for the White
Sox.
OXFORD,Ohio(AP)Pitcher Tommy John of
the New York Yankees
was named the 27th winner of the Lou Gehrig
Men Ad) Award

A

WLEX-TV. Each refused
comment after the
meeting.
Schnellenberger
returned to Miami
Wednesday night, the station reported.
Schnellenberger has
said that he hopes Miami,
which he coached to a 9-2
record last year, would
be his last coaching job,
and that the Hurricanes
had a much better chance
than Kentucky to win a
national championship.
It has also been
reported that Miami officials may- renegotiate
Schnellenberger's contract after a second
straight 9-2 season.

Claiborne

Claiborne says he has though a head coach has
not been interviewed or not been named.
otherwise contacted
Charlie Bailey, who
about the coaching job, was in charge of the
even though he often is Wildcat defense under
mentioned as a Curci, said the Kentucky
candidate.
staff tries to sell the
Claiborne, who played university, not
at Kentucky from 1946- individuals.
1949. built Maryland into
Hagan said the Wildcat
a national power during recruiters were trying to
the 1970s.
"keep people alive."
Hagan told The
"We want recruits to be
Washington Post this informed and interested.
week that Claiborne was It's a holding situation,"
"one of the people we Hagan said. "There's gomust talk to before we ing to be turmoil involved
hire a head coach." ' in changing head
-I tell you," said coaches, but we hope to
Claiborne, "It's amazing hire a new one soon and
how everybody knows he should have plenty of
what I'm doing except time to attract kids."
me. All this other stuff
The assistant coaches
(about Kentucky is -will be out of jobs March
premature. I'm still 31, but Hagan said he
working for Maryland."
thought they would work
Asked if he expected a hard at recruiting.
call from UK, Claiborne
"The kind of persaid, "I don't have any formance they give will
*reflect on them," Hagan
idea."
Curci's former assis- said. "They're representant coaches, meanwhile, ting the university, but
are attempting to recruit they're also representing
high school players, even themselves."

the NCAA is seeking to
toughen the criteria for
membership in Division
The main feature of the
NCAA proposal is
elimination of an option
which allowed a school
which sponsored 12 or
more varsity sports to
join Division I. The NCAA
proposal would allow a
school, which does not
meet attendance requirements, to join Division I if it plays in at least
a six-member conference
where half the teams
meet the Division I
standards.

Smokini Joe Will Fight Tonight
CHICAGO (AP) Smokin' Joe Frazier
returns to the ring Thursday night for the first
time in nearly 51
/
2 years
and about six weeks
before his 38th birthday.
The former
heavyweight champion,
who fought Muhammad
All in three fights rich in
gold and glory, will fight
a scheduled 10-rounder
for $85,000 against 30year-old Floyd "Jumbo"
Cummings, who became
a pro fighter June 18,

shouted Wednesday at
the weigh-in for the
media.
"I will beat you, just
like one of my boys," said
Frazier, who has two
sons, one of whom, 21year-old Marvis, is
fighting professionally.
"You will sit down, obey
and listen - you will
listen."
The 6-foot-2 Cummings,
who has a 17-1 record,
weighed 228,s, but he was
out-jumboed by Frazier,
who came in at 229'4.

Frazier, who is ;i.-40,1
horiev.
0 hut appear
weighed 224'1,
his last
fight June 15, 19;6. That
night he was bludgeoned
into a fifth -round
knockout victim by
George Foreman,_ who
had knocked }inn down
six times in less than six
minutes and taken the title from him in 1973.
After the second loss to
Foreman, which gave
him 8 32-4 recor(t Vrazier
said, -I'm putt og my
gloves on the wall
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1979, after serving 12
years in prison on a
murder conviction.
There will be no television in the United States
for the fight which will be
held at the 10,000-seat International Amphitheater
eight days before
Muhammad Ali - who
will be 40 Jan. 17, five
days after Frazier is 38 is scheduled to fight
Trevor - Berbick at
Nassau, Bahamas.
"It's over Joe Frazier,
it's over," Cummings

S
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OUT OF LINE - Racer Ken Hammonds (with ball) tried to avoid going out,
but the official said he didn't quite make it. The error by Hammonds was just one
of 19 turnovers that plagued Murray State in the Racers' lass at Can bondale
Wednesday.
Photo by Jim Rector
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Time May Prevent Abduklabbar Being No 1
LOS ANGELES'(AP)
— Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
has gone from the
fourth-leading scorer in
National Basketball
Association history to
No.2 in a hurry. But if
he's to reach the top, it's
going to take quite a
while longer.
"I'm very fortunate to
have had the kind of
career I've had, with so
many highlights," AbdulJabbar said after passing
Oscar Robertson on the

all-time NBA scoring list
Tuesday night. "This is
another. It's a relief now
that it's over.'!
•
The Los Angeles
Lakers' center entered
Tuesday night's game
against the Utah Jazz
needing seven points to
move into the No.2 spot.
He got his sixth and
seventh points on a short
left-handed hook shot
with 3:54 remaining in
the first quarter.
The gene then was,.

stopped end the crowd of
11484 at the Forum gave
him a 45-second standing
°station.
The 13-year NBA
veteran had 14 points in
the game, won by. the
Lakers 117-86, giving him
a total of 26,718 points.
Robertson finished his
outstanding career with
26,710 points in 14
seasons.
Earlier this season,
Abdul-Jabbar passed
John Havlicek to move in-

to third place.
Wilt Chamberlain is the
NBA's all-time leading
scorer 31,419 points. Will
Abdul-Jabbar, who is 34,
play long enough to pass
'Chamberlain?
"I'm not going to stick
around just to try to top
Wilt's record," said the
former UCLA star. "I'm
more concerned with
making the Lakers No.1,
not me No.!."
At his present rate,
Abdul-Jabbar would need

about 244: yearn to pear. the-leatue with the
Chamberlain, if he (Milwaukee)Bucks."
chooses to play that long. - Robertson and AbdulRobertson was on hand Jabber were teammates
to watch Abdul-Jabbar's for four seasons with the
achievement.
Bucks and helped them
"I think it's great. I'm win their only NBA chamvery happy for Kareem. pionship in 1971.
He's a good friend of
"I think he's the best
mine," said Robertson, shooting center ever and
who came from Cincin- a much better passer
nati to watch the game. than people give him
"He's proven his credit for," said Robertdurability all these years. son. "Despite his size,
.That was a knock on him he's really a finesse
when he first came into player. Yoe hays to
pls.*,

a lot of games to get this 1969, added a few melee—
kind of record, and that words of praise.
gets back to Kareem's "Kareem is the .
durability."
greatest player ever to
play this game," said
Utah Coach Tom Nissalke. "I'm just thrillNissalke, an assistant ed to be able-to Watch him
coach under Larry play. He's always had to
Costello when Abdul- carry his team. He can
Jabber began his NBA still play great defense
career with the Bucks in when he wants to."

Lakers Hire
Rileyb As Coach

=

'LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Pat Riley was official-13r hirett Wednesday as
the heed toaeh of the Los
' Angeles Lakers for the
remainder of the National Basketball
Association season.
Riley and Jerry West
had been named cocoaches when Paul
Westhead was fired as
head coach on Nov. 19.
Bill Sharman, Lakera
general manager, made
the announcement after a
Meeting with Owner
Jerry Buss and conversations with West, who was •
In Seattle with the team
for its game Wednesday night.

West, who had served
as the team's offensive
coach since Westhead's
firing, will leave that post
soon and resume his
duties as slric i a 1
consultant with the club.
Riley had been described
as coach of the defense
under the dual arrangement originally announced by Buss, but had actually served as head
coach.
The Lakers owner said
at the time that in naming
the two coaches, he did
not want to have one as
the head coach and other
as an assistant, but West
said then that he considered himself Riley's
assistant.
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The Bel Air Merchants Association Presents
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Parents Voice Support For Missing Chi

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A parents panel
has called on Congress
and state legislatures to
create a nationwide computer clearinghouse to
help locate missing
children and to identify
bodies.
The appeal was made
during Tuesday's second
session of a national
symposium on child
tragedies. Approximately 200 turned out to hear
parents whose children
were abducted or
murdered relate their
chilling horror stories. In voices occasionally

cracked with emotion,
the parents urged
passage of the "Missing
Children's Act," sponsored by Sen. Paula
Hawkins,R-Fla.
The bill, which has
passed the Senate, would
set up the information
network nationwide by
using an FBI computer
system now used to track
stolen cars. Two bills, one
identical to the Senate
version, are pending in
the House.
Julie Patz of New Xork
City told how her son,
Etan,6,left forschool one
day and never returned

home. There has been
"not one bit of concrete
evidence since," she said.
Camille Bell talked
about the strangulation
murder of her son Yusef,
9, one of the victims in the
series of murders of
children and young men
in Atlanta.
John Walsh described
how his son Adam,6, was
in a Hollywood, Ha., toy
department while his
mother browsed three
aisles away. Within 10
minutes, Adam disappeared. His severed head
was found in a drainage
ditchtwo weeks later.

Appointments Announced
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. Tuesday appointed the seven incumbent aldermen to the
Louisville Board of
Aldermen to fill a 35-day
gap inadvertently
created by a 1980 law..
Brown made the appointments after

1

Franklin Circuit Judge
Squire Williams suggested it would be appropriate under the circumstances for the incumbent aldermen to
continue to serve by appointment until the newly
elected aldermen assume
office on Jan. 4, 1982.
The...terms of the current aldermen expired

Rosemary Kohm told Mrs. Patz
said.
Bell said. -If there's
how her daughter, Kathy,
She recommended laws anything I can do, I will
11. left their Santa Claus, whic
Ind., home to go jogging. schooh would require not let the nation go back
l officials to contact to sleep again."
She never. eetrarned. Her a paren
Mrs. Bell said five to
body was found 11 weeks pectedlyt if a child unexfails to arrive at seven more murders
later.
school.
similar to the 28 which
The parents said that,
Mrs. Bell said that appear to be conne
cted
throughout their ordeal, -wha
t we are hoping for have occurred since
they found a lack of is that
communication among Atlan Zile experience of police arrested a suspect
police agencies and tion ta will make the na- in two of the deaths..
say we will not allow
Since the murder of
among private organiza- Atla
nta to happen their son, Walsh said that
tions established to find agai
n."
he and his wife Reve
missing children. The
After the discovery of ••w,ent on the talk show
biggest obstacle to the
overcoming these pro- Houstmass murders in circuit and learned that
on and Chicago, ours wasn't a unique
blems is a "lack' of people
said '•oh, what a story."
sincere caring on the part sham
e—and the nation
Walsh has lobbied at
Of the entire country."
went back to sleep," Mrs. federal and state levels

Monday. The 1980 law
provided for terms that
begin on the first Monday
of January.
Those appointed by
Brown were Allan
Steinberg, William
Heath, Michael Carrell,
Mary Margaret
Mulvihill, Steve Magre,
F. David Banks and
Daniel Ross.

Give theComputer That Fits in a Pocket

IRA G. CORN, JR.
"How little do they see
what really is, who frame
their hasty judgment upon
that which seems." — Robert Southey.
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Big computing power!' Helps
solve problems
in business, engineering, science,
more. Use
optional cassette recorder and
interface to
run programs. 1.9K random acce
ss memory,
24-character LCD readout. Only
"/16x67/8x2Y4".
With case. batteries, manual. #26-3501

n26-3503

4R970.0

Cassette Interface. Load and save
Pocket Computer programs and
\data on cassettes. Save $19 05

;

Half Price! Hi-Fl
Cassette Recorc
—rnr
Bookshelf Speaker in
Tape-25% Off!
Genuine Walnut Veneer
Nova'-5 by Realistic

Save $40
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Each

on TV

Special-formula oxide for
high output, wide frequency response, low
distortion. Stock up—no

90
Minutes

limit! #44-602/603

AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder

SCR-3 by Realistic

Sa
950
I9t- ve $2

Reg. 79.95 Each

•8" Woofer • 2" Tweeter

Reg.
219.95

• Decorator Lattice-Work Molded Grill
G(vP two for the regiilar'price ot one
Tune
throw woofer and wide-dispersion tweet d port, long a wide 60-20,000 Hz response. 19x10,, er combiner for
4x7v,". #40-4000
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Two-Player Electronic
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LCD Calculator With 4-Key
Memory EC-273 by Radio Shack

32%Off
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Om TV

All-Electronic "Mini" Phone
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ET-100 by Radio Shack

2Ok Off

8
Reg.
49.95,

Tone ringer With silent/low/high switch,
so =mg
"privacy' button, Auto-Redial. FCC apas
proved. White Mist, #43-284. Dark Brown, seen
#43-285
on TV

Work on the women's
dormitory is expected to
be completed in six
months.

Batteries extra
Two-way speaker systems
with separate woofers
and
tweeters.#14-772

Kick, pass and punt for four quart
ers of
exciting action' Select "normal"
or "pro"
spends Action sound #60-2156 Ra't‘ri
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"Hangs Up- On
Any Flat Surface
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Handles tough math problems quickly and easily.
Performs square root, percent and sign -change
functions. Soft-touch keys,
eight-digit display, Includes 2000-hour batteries,
case. #65-683
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Sticker Is
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1
2 lbs.
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Dorm Renovation Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Sullivan Hall at
Eastern Kentucky
University will undergo
extensive interior and
tenor renovation under a
$369,400 contract recently

state trooper to get them
Involved.
Mrs. Kohm described
her family's background,
saying that Kollin works
In ronstructton and she is
a homemaker.
"I have three
children," she said, then
winced. "Had three. I
have two boys now."
Walsh told the confernce that"we have to speak
for the children—We are
the ones who have to pro,
tect theirrights. •
"Believe me, it can
happen to you. It can happen to your children."

TRS-8V Pocket Computer by Radio Shac
k
•

Holiday Season
To Be Spotlighted
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for the computer
network, and said that
it's possible Florida may
be the first state to
establish its own system.
A bill to that effect
unanimously passed the
Florida House on
Monday.
The size of Santa Claus,
which has about 600 people, worked against
finding Kathy Kohm
because the town has only
a town marshal!, her
mother said. She claimed
that state police declined
to enter the case for 24
hours and even then, it
took the pull of a retired

Most Stores Open Late Nights MI Christmas

THE
New Oilseed Crop
ACES® Topic For Meet
ing

Opportunities for grow- the perio
d from miding crambe, a new in- March to April
1, acdustrial oilseed crop, will cording to
Beatty. The
be discussed at two crop is harve
sted in late
growers' meetings on June, in time
for double
Tuesday, Dec. 8, ac- cropping
with soybeans.
cording to Dr. Durwood
Top crambe growers in
Beatty, Murray State 1 98 1 were
Kermit
East laid a subtle trap for University agronomist.
Driskall and Clarence
South in his defense of
Meetings are scheduled Wells of Dunm
ore.
today's nip and tuck game. at Rudy and Son Farm
The hand was played in the Center in Bandana at 1:30 Because of weed pro1981 Eiropean Champion- p.m., and at Hopkinsville blems, not all of • their
fields were harvested,
ships and Robert Sheehan of Community Colle
ge at 7 but portions of the fields
England used deception to p.m.
yielded from 1,300 to 1,600
lead the Polish declarer
Dr. E. C. Leonard, vice pounds
per acre.
astray. Poland won the tour- presi
"The oil content and
nament with England and dent for research
development of quality from
second, both qualifying to
these fields
represent Europe in the Humko Chemical Co., were very good."
1981 World Championships. will explain how crambe Leonard said.
North's two diamond bid will be used in industry
Attempts are being
was a variation of Stayman and why the company is made to obtain-emergenwhich forced the partner- seeking acreage in Ken- cy or state labels for
ship to game. East's double tucky.
pesticides deemed
An attempt to grow a necessary
showed diamonds and that's
for producing
comm
erci
al acreage in cram
what West was asked to
be,Beatty added.
the region in 1981 was
lead.
Inter
West's diamond eight was thwarted by one of the Kentu est in crambe in
cky started in 1978
shrewdly ducked by East worst aphid infestations
when 17 acres of the crop
and declarer was forced to on record.
were grow
win his jack (a vital play by
"It was the worst possi- McCuisto n on the Jere
n farm near
East). Declarer next led a ble growing season to inTrenton. That crop
club to dummy's queen and troduce a new crop
like averaged 1,764 pounds
once again; East made a crambe,"
Beatty said. per acre.
crucial duck. Convinced that "The unus
ually mild
"That type of yield toWest had the club ace, winte
r and warm spring day would bring
declarer led a club from
a gross
temperatures provided retur
dummy and ducked comn of more than $200
pletely hoping to drop the ideal conditions for all an acre," Beatty said.
ace. West overtook East's 10 types of insects."
"Out-of-pocket costs are
The ideal time of the simi
to continue the deception
lar to those of
and led another diamond to year to plant crambe is wheat."
clear the suit. This placed
declarer at the crossroads.
Needing four more tricks,
should he try to split the
clubs or should he try for an
unlikely four quick heart
A preview of the holi- 11 children's Program,
winners? Declarer chose
clubs and East's ace was day season is scheduled "The Uncle Al Show,"
finally exposed and he on the Tuesday, Dec. 8, will be on hand with pal
cashed three more diamond edition of "Spotlight on "Ricky Racc
oon" in a
winners to beat the game by Murray," from MSU
Christmas skit.
TVone trick.
11.
The production is the
Note that had Sheehan
first
attempt at a holiday
Begin
ning
played a high diamond at
at6 p.m., the
trick one, a duck and a program will feature a show from MSU TV-11,
finesse by declarer would holiday' theme with co- according to Dr. Frank
isolate the suit. Later, even host Regina Francies tak- Blodgett, studio director,
if Sheehan ducked the club ing viewers to downtown and represents an -effort
ace, declarer could have for a review of upcoming to offer programming as
countered by playing his activities for
late as possible in the
the season.
club king on the second
semester before signing
Co-host Jim Gingles off
round (West had no more
for the holiday break.
diamonds), and declarer will introduce new and
The evening local 6:30
would have made his game. unusual toys which are
p.m. news for 1981 conNORTH
'available in the corn12-3-A
cludes Thursday, Dec. 3.
•)(842
.munity. And guest Alan The
local news will return
K J 43
Jackson, host of MSU TV- on
•1084
January 25.

ldren

2
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One-Year Notes To Fund Tennessee Projects
NASHVILLE, Tenn. state Funding Board will
lAP)- TO finance pro- negotiate interest rates
jects ranging from a Jan. 15, 1982, on another
World's Fair am- $65 million in notes with
phitheater in Knoxville to Chemical Bank of New
a convention center hotel York.
in Memphis,the state has
If interest rates consold $146.3 million in one- tinue to fall, the notes will
year notes.
be replaced at year's end
with long-term bonds.
Banker's Trust of New Because of high interest
York was low bidder costs, the state has sold
Wednesday at 7.89 per- no notes or bonds since
cent net interest and a July 1980. At that time,
premium of $89,430 on $49.4 million in notes
$81.3 million in notes. The were sold at a rate of 5.33

percent.
Besides the $3 million
amphitheater and the
Memphis projects, the
proceeds will be used to
repair or replace $58
million in highway
bridges,$44 million in college and university
buildings and $21 million
in state government
buildings.
The amphitheater for
the World's Fair, which
begins in May, will be the
showcase for live enter-

Other projects to be
tainment to be produced
by the-' Opryland U.S.A., financed include $7.8
million for the University
Nashville themepark.
of Tennessee fieldhouse
The Memphis projects, at Chattanooga; $3.1
authorized by the 1981 million for the
Legislature, include $4.5 Agriculture Engineering
million for a Mid-South Building and the Clyde
Agri-Industry Center; $2 Austin 4-H Center, both in
million to renovate the Knoxville; $3.2 million
Orpheum Theater as a for the Claxton Education
performing arts center; Building addition at
$3.5 million toward Beale Knoxville; $1.7 million
Street development and for an Academic Building
$10 million toward a at the UT Space Institute
convention center hotel.
at Tullahoma and $10.7

million for general State University
construction and im- engineering building in
provements in the UT Nashville; $1.1 million for
a maintenance budding
system.
at Austin Peay State
Also, $1.9 million for a University, Clarksville;
music annex at Middle $1.2 million .for an East
Tennessee State Tennessee State UniverUniversity, M u r- sity chiller plant in
freesboro; $3.9 million for Johnson City, and $3.12
a Tennessee Tech fine million for general conarts building; $3.1 million struction and imfor a Volunteer State provements to state
campus center addition Board of Regents system
near Gallatin; $2.1 buildings.
million for a Tennessee

Abe, $4.2 million for
Mental Health buildings.
$3.48 million for prison
improvements, $2.65
million for Public Health
renovation, $2 million for
state special schools and
technical institute,.
$710,098 for the pal%
system, $442,000 for armories and $95,000 for the
safety department.
Another $7 million will be
used for general construction and improvement of state buildings.

Service At Evansville Facility To Halt In March

Delta's Decision May Endanger Expansion Program
Midwest's major air
center.
Wayne Schweitzer,
Delta's manager of
public relations, announced Wednesday the
Atlanta-based carrier
would halt all service to
Evansville March 2.
Schweitzer said
although almost 45 percent of the passengers
leaving Dress Airport
thisyear will be on Delta
flights, the departink
panes are averaging less
than half of their capaci-

EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) - A decision by
Delta Airlines to stop serving Dress Regional Airport in March could endanger a $22 million
expansion project at the
facility,officials said.
While the future of the
airport is now clouded,officials said they are more
concerned with the immediate problem of
replacing air, service to
Chicago. Delta currently
has the only direct flights
from Evansville to the

ty.
"tremendous loss."
-We have to utilize our
Schweitzer said,
resources to our best ad- however, the move by
vantage," Schweitzer Delta may actually imsaid. Evansville. is the prove overall service at
13th city Delta has aban- Dress Airport.
doned since deregulation
"Once word gets out
of the airline industry in that we are terminating,
1978, he said.
there are going to be
During a meeting of some carriers very inDelta officials, members terested in coming in," he
of the airport board and said. "It might actually
local civic leaders, encourage others,
Mayor Michael especially smaller ones."
Vandeveer said not havDelta will help in. proing regular service to viding passenger inChicago would be a formation to any pro-

spect,Schweitzer promised. "We'd like to leave
the city with a white hat
on," he said.
The announcement
caught officials by surprise. "We had no idea,"
said Air Board Manager
W.C. Bussing.
He said it was too early
to tell what effect the
airline's decision would
have on the expansion
project, which calls for a
new terminal building
and a runway extension.
The airport board has

been negotiating with
Delta for a new contract
for several months and
was asking for more
money with which to help
finance the expansion.
Schweitzer admitted
the request for more
money was a factor in the
company's decision "but
not as much as the public
might think."
With Delta's departure,
Evansville also loses service to Memphis and two
flights to'Atlanta.
After March 2, only two

Statute To Assist White Collar Crime Fight
ByHERBERTSPARROW
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON„ Ky.
(AP) - A racketeering
statute would be the
centerpiece of an updated
state criminal code that
is being developed by the
state Justice
Department.
State Justice Secretary
Neil Welch said the
racketeering statute
would be patterned after
similar federal laws, and
would greatly strengthen
the ability of Kentucky
law enforcement officials
to fight so-called whitecollar crime.
"We hope to have in-

ventive, innovative and
very progr,essive
legislation," Welch said
during an appearance
Wednesday night on "The
People's Business" over
Kentucky Educational
Television.
Welch said the
legislative package is being developed by a group
of top-level law enforcement officials from
around the state, along
with the state attorney
general's office and local
commonwealth's
attorneys. That group is
being ,taided by Notre
Dame law professor
Robert Blakey, whom

Welch termed "one of the
most recognized experts
in the area of law enforcement in the United
States"
Welch said he expected
to have some tentative
proposals ready within
two weeks for discussion
with Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr.
He said the legislation
would also be reviewed
by a group of lawyers
headed by Frankfort attorney Ed Pritchard.
Welch said the
racketeering statute
would emphasize civil
remedies instead of the
normal criminal ap-

proach in fighting WhitecoIlaP crime, with such
things as triple-damage
compensation to crime
victims.
"A great deal of
sophfsticated crime is for
profit," Welch said.
"This (proposed statute)
is designed to take the
profit out of crime."
Welch said the package
would also include stiffer
penalties for the growing
of marijuana for. commercial purposes, making it a felony and
increasing fines.
Welch said that he did
not want the current drug
problems of the state of

Florida to spread into
Kentucky.
"They (drug problems)
will take root in any state
that shows weakness
toward tough penalties,"
Welch said. "We don't
want it to take root in
Kentucky.
"Our state. should be
looked on as having tough
laws in this area," he
said.
Welch said he would
probably not push for any
type of gun-control
legislation other than
possibly increasing
penalties for the use of
hand-guns in the commission of a felony and stiffer

fines for carlying concealed weapons.
Welch said he felt one
state, by itself, could not
have an impact on gun
control, and any effective
legislation would have to
come from the federal
level.
He said he is also looking into the possibility of
seeking a state law allowing court-authorized and
court-supervised wiretaps. But n o final decision has been made.
He said 27 states have
adopted such wiretapping
legislation, and have not
experienced any problems so far.

major trunk airlines will
serve Evansville,
Eastern and USAir. Both
lines have three daily
flights from the
southwestern Indiana
facility. Only Eastern,
however, has competing
routes.
Two small commuter
airlines - also serve the
airport, Britt Airways
and Comair.
Most of the 43 perma-

Burley Price
Slips 35 cents
LOUISVILLE, K y.
(AP) - The average
price paid Wednesday at
Kentucky burley tobacco
markets slipped 35 cents
from the previous day's
price, but the season
average remained above
$180 per hundredweight.
Kentucky markets sold
23,494,155 pounds of
burley on Wednesday for
an average price of
$180.27. Through seven
sales sessions this fall,
171,874,431 pounds of leaf

a real boy.
After traveling three
continents, wizened
Fransie Geringer of
Orkney, South Africa,
met his idol Pinocchio at
Disneyland on
Wednesday.
Afterwards, the
character, dressed in
bright red shorts and sky-

Policemen
Talk Man
From Roof

blue bow tie, carried
Fransie in the amusement park, rode with him
in a train and gave him a
watch from his wrist. The
shy child looked at the
watch all day.
"Fransie said Pinocchio loves him very
much. He's so proud. He
loves Pinocchio very
much," said the lad's 31year,old mother, Magda.
"It was awfully nice of
Pinocchio to give Fransie
his watch. It looked like a
new one," said Mickey
Hays, 9, of HallsvWe,
Texas, who also suffers
from the incurable
disease, progeria. The
disease ages its victims
10 times faster than normal, and most progeria
victims die in their teens
or earlier.
Mickey, talkative and
effusive, met his favorite
fantasy personality
Mickey Mouse at the
same time Wednesday.
The two boys met in
Anaheim Sunday night. It
was the first time either
had met another progeria
victim, and they became
fast friends.

RICHMOND, Va.(AP) could talk privately with
- Two policemen talked his girlfriend if he would
a young man out of jump- move away from the
ing from the roof of a 15- edge.
story bank building
Fielder was given that
Wednesday while a lun- talk in an office at the
chtime crowd of hun- bank and was questioned
dreds watchecrirom the by police. He was taken
sidewalks.
.away by police about 50
William L. Fielder, in minutes after leaving the
his late 20s, was said to be ledge and was to be held
desprdent over what for psychiatric evaluapolice called "domestic tion, police Sgt. Arthur D.
problems" with his Roane said.
girlfriend and over losing
e:a.47041
,
4?-4.0-1441-A-0-g-fkq444944ifbi
his job.
Spectators watched
him dangle his legs and
lean precariously over
the edge of the roof for
about 25 minutes before
he was persuaded to
leave the area.

r Practical

Fielder believed that
the girlfriend's father
was responsible for his
dismissal from his job,
Patrolman Jeffrey Carr
said.
Before he went to the
•roof, of the United
Virginia Bank building,
where his girlfriend
works, he had a discussion with her, said police,
who declined to identify
the girlfriend or the
nature of the discussion.
Carr said he' and
Patrolman John Hammer ironilsed Fielder he

Gift Suggestions
Any In The
Ace
Dept.
With A Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

25% Off
Now Until Christmas

Murray Supply
Co.
208 E. Ala 1S3-3381
etig*PiA~Iii46**Ohisviit414444411.

"Fransie is so happy all
the people are not staring
at him. He can go
anywhere he wants to go
without seeing them with
their mouths hanging
open," his father, Herman, 37, said of the
sightseeing expedition at
Disneyland.
"Everybody today had
a tear in his eye- I don't
care who it was. It was
because of the happiness
shown in those boys'
faces," said William
Sample, 45, a police officer who five years ago
founded the Sunshine
Foundation to grant
wishes to terminally ill
children.
The foundation, which
works out of an office
above a hardware store
in Philadelphia, coor-

dinated Fransie's trip to
the United States via
Europe and organized a
week of activities for the
two youngsters.
Fransie's visit was
organized after an
Associated Press article
about his disease and his
love of Pinocchio prompted donations from
hundreds of Americans.
Mickey read about Fransie and wanted to meet
him so Texans rallied to
send him to California at
the same time.
About $26,000 was collected in Florida for
Fransie's visit to
Disneyland and Disney
World, which is near
Orlando,Fla.
The Geringers said it
wouldn't cost that much
to go to Disney World, so

half the money will be put
in a fund for other sick
children.
Another progeria victim, 11-year-old Alicia
Gowans of San Jose,
arrived at Disneyland
Wednesday hoping to
meet Mickey and Fransie. But she became ill
before the meeting could
be arranged. Her
scheduled meeting with
Snow White had to be
canceled.
Despite their arthritic
joints, which make walking difficult, the boys
toured the Disneyland
non-stop from morning
until 6 p.m.

itSrEC

[1111101,111111T,
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Cut Utility Bills
Our Reversible'Fans work year-round to save you money Using only 90 watts, they naturally cool you in
the SLITTer and dunng the cold winter months, TOVe
that valuable hot air from the ceiling down to the floor

• Elegant Styling
Warta Weather

• Variable Spe+A0014 Weather

Reg. Retail;
S9"i411
Cost $25.731
Includes
20 I
Drain & Flush Cooling $
I
System,Install 1 Gel.
Of Anti-Freeze,Inspect
s„„$9.641
Belts IL Hose,Pressure
Test.
Offer G0041 Thee Dec. Ilth,
Cooling Swan

1 5.7

.
I

9111
Lobo Oil & Filter
Reg. Retail I
Special
Cost $22.00
Includes
Chassis Labricosiess,
Oil Chong*, And Fitter
wIcaspea I
Choate. lechides Up To
Soy.0.00 I
S Qrs. of Oil
Oiler Good Thni Dee. 9t11, 981

$1700'

Murray Datsun
Chrysler-Dodge
'604 S. 12th - 753-7114

oN SALE NOWII
.11

Ui

have sold for an average
of $180.20.
The top price paid
Wednesday was $182.05 at
two markets - Lebanon,
on the sale of 785,890, and
Springfield, where 724,339
Pounds of leaf were sold.
Fourteen other markets
posted price averages of
$180 per hundredweight
or higher.
The low price Wednesday was $173.68 per hundredweight on the sale of
213,793 pounds of burley.

Cooling System &
Lobe Oil & Filter
Special

Eight-Year-Old Fulfills Wish,Meets Pinocchio
By CYNTHIA STEVENS
Associated Press Writer
ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)
- An 8-year-old South
African boy made into an
old man by a rare aging
disease fulfilled the wish
of his compressed
lifetime and said hello to
a storybook character
who struggled to become

nent employees at the airport and at a downtown
ticket office may move to
almost any Delta office
with an opening,
Schweitzer said. Four or
five local employees will
retire, he said.
Delta has been flying in
and out of Dress since
June 1, 1945. The airport
serves a 15-county area in
Indiana, Kentucky and
Illinois.

8
cc
W0-10
0

)14K Gold
hains&
racelets
Layaway
Now For
Christmas

Downward F

Fqr CorAtnq Brev,e,

,‘•

Starting
As Low As

'999
'

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
306 E. Main 753-3361
-

a

Also Available At
miCHE LSON'S in Moyfiekl

JEWELERS)

8

If 411116 41 Air Coster

Myr1111,
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2 NOT&

Mirrors For Christmas M
& G Complete Glass CO.
has a complete line of
frames and custom cut
mirrors. We do picture
framing & cut glass table
tops. We custom make
gun cabinets show cases
and display cases. install
auto glass window glass
and plate glass. Repair
storm windows storm
doors and patio door
glass. M & G Glass 816
Coldwater Road. 753-0180
or 753-2792.

78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sad.
Coll 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
Opening Soon Mother
Goose Night and Day
Care 201 N. 16th 753-0191.
Hours 6:30-5:15 Mon.•
6:30 p.m.•10:30
Sat.,
p.m. Mon.-Sat. Register
now before the nest is
fulil

Attention MDE and WBE
sub-contractors and suppliers. We are preparing
a bid to be submitted Dec.
17, 1981 on Waste Water
System facilities in MurKy. We are
ray,
soliciting sub bids on the
following work: earth
work, fence work,
paving,
landscaping
precast conpiping,
paneling, .
crete,
resilint
ceramic tile,
flooring,
painting,
plumbing. HVAC and
electrical plans
specifications maybe examined at our office or
several other locations. If
interested in any of this
work please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box 40646
Nashville, Tn. 37204,
Phone 615-255-3161.

ATTENTION
A truck with all
kinds of seafood
,will be on the
Southside Shopping enter
Pasrking lot Friday from 3 to 5
p.m. For more
information
ca11753-4549 after
5 p.m.

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2 NOTICE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
3 Depot: Abbr.
ACROSS
Mower to Wedoesday's Puzzle
4 Tellurium
1 Swiftness
symbol
6 Scour
5 Rubbing out UMW MUM CUM
11 Restaurant
UMM MMUUU MUM
6 Fine pottery
worker
1:1101:31:31310 L11011/1/1313
7 Pine fruit
12 Looked
=MUD UOU
8 Retpret
sullen
MUM MUM MUUU
14 Girl's name
9 Guido note
MUM EMU MUU
10 Sea part of
15 By °resell
OW UMO UMID UM
17 Tra follower 11 Blouse
MUMlu
OUMUU
13 Coolidge's
18-•boyl
Veep
IMMO UMU EMU
19 Stage
16 Food fish
whisper
MUM MUM
19 Imitating
20 Quarrel
MUUMUU 000UUM
21 Compass pt. 20 Freshen
ULM OUUM UMM
22 Scottish cake ULU MUM DUO
22 Backbone
23 Lively dance
23 A Kelly
24 Delineating 25 Nimble
28 Long,sharp 28 Imitation
39 Conceal
club
28 Part of a
teeth
41 Oklahoma
31 Sorryt
china set
27 Prize-fight
city
32 Smoothed
29 Pert
timer
Copenhagen
42
Young seal
33
30 Inter.
28 Wan
44 Faroe
citizens
national
29 Press out
whirlwind
35 Genera
service
moisture
46 Behold!
38 Declare
31 Permitted
34 Actor's goal
35 Embrace
36 Ne's neighbor
37 Follower: Suf.
38 Winged
39 Coop
resident
40 Bye
41 COSSIPI, at
sea

42 Evergreen
43 Wears away
45 Avoids
17 1776 and
1812
48 Lassoed
DOWN
1 Suntop
2 Goals

Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.

Bible Call
Child Influence
759-4444; Bible
Story 7594445.

goin thefight..
Against CIIIICtf by helping the
McDowell Cancer Foundation raise
hinds to build a cancer tenter for
Kentuddens
Reaching ow goal Of $19 million
depends am the genesueity of people
Ike you.
Plasm send contributions to:
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION, 915 South Limestone, Leslagyan, Warsucky 4006.
All &Radom will be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
tu
Fares.
`IV
111
; MINN

2. NOTICE
We con copy your family picture while you
wait and you keep the
We con
original
transform it into light or
heaYy oils

NOTICE

300 Main

Large variety of
Pottery Makes
Ideal Christmas
Gifts.
Roger
Hudson

GOLD &
SILVER INC.
.

Aetegrephed
600 p. Hard-Bound
"THE STORY OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
18221976"
Valuable Historical
Book Available At
Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings, 221 North
13th Street or Walis
Drug On The Square.
$15 Plus Tax

)
Christmas Layaway
Any

PIONEER
CAR STEREO

or
15#RINDPIRIRIAR
or Speakers

Down
ONLY $20
"

MOM S11531113

NO, I DON'T KNOUJ
UJHERE THE DE5I6NER
JEANS DEPARTMENT 15...

TWAT'S VERY EXCITING,
LITTLE BU6, BUT YOU'RE
NOT 114 MENDELSON'S
DEPARTMENT-STORE...

Brown velvet recliner excellent shape.$12Q,00. 7539829.

One Stop Store and
Grill attendant
manager. Send
Resume to: Job. P.
0. Box 499, Lexington Tn. 38351
or call for an appointment 1-901968-3800.

Olympic Plate
753-7113

Watkins specials black
pepper vanilla menthol
camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main 7594073.

9. SITUATION

5. LOST & FOUND
round black long-haired
male cat behind Art Craft
Photography at 12th and
Poplar. 753-0035.
Lost in Almo area child's
pet Collie dog wearing
white flea collar. It seen
call 759-4856.
Lost treeing walker male
coon hound. Wearing
orange reflector collar.
Lost 2 miles east of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Could be
anywhere though if seen
or found'please call John
C. Steele 753-2875.
Reward.

Would like to keep books
for small business in my
home. Experienced. Call
435-4238 after 5 p.m.

Ethen Allen bedroom Turniture Georgian Court
solid cherry 11 drawer
tripple dresser with 2
matching mirrors. Also
solid cherry pier chest
both in excellent condition. Will take best offer.

Truck driver seeking part
or full time work. Local or
long distance. Have
references and excellent
driving record no accidents. D. 0. T. and I. C.
C. certified 6 10 or 18
wheeler. Flat bed van or
reefer. 20 years experience. Call 759-4471
after 4 p.m.

•

1180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
experience unages.
necessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.

Will do babysitting in my
home. 753-9417.
•

11 INSTRUCTION
Guitar Lesson basic skill.
753-8978.
_

14 WANT TO BUI
WANTED
Baby Shoes to be bronzed.
Call 1-443-5926 from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m. We pick up your
shoes and give you a
receipt.

Costomologist 3 years experience professional
mature goal oriented
good personality solid
background in perm and
color. High income potential. 753-2266.

Want to buy used wood
burning stove. Call 4742266.
Set of nice clean full size
mattress and box springs.
Call 435-4238 after 5 p.m.
Garchia
Mitchell 300
Reel 759-4524 after 5:00.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

24 MISCELLANEOUS
3 portable typewriters
one electric. Call 759-1156
after 5P.M.
Olympus OM 10 camera
35mm body excellent condition 8175.00. Call after 5
p.m. 753-0817.

Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory will cut to
order. Bulk rates
available. Call 753-7300 or
753-7585.

527-3962.

22 MUSICAL
Baldwin Ftinster Organ
double key boards makes
sound of seven different
instruments. Like new.
Call 527-3962.

WANTED
Respissele party to
take up payments on
like new piano.
-

CLAYTONS
753-7575
_
CAR STERE-1)

Pioneer,
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
753-0113.
Selmer Flute like new
$125.00 753-0964.

/3. EXTERMINATING'

General Maintenance
work. Carpentry plumbing elegrical general
cleaning. 25 years experience. 753-7852

6. HELP WANTED

TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person for
short trips surrounding
Murray. Contact
customers. We train.
Write T. G. Dick Pres.
Southwestern Petcoleum
Ft. Worth Tx. 76101.

tata2,

Will babysit in my home.
Experienced baby sitter.
Call Lynn Grove 435-4553.

Couple needed to take
care of elderly man in his
home. 753-1634.

Sunset Boulevard
Music
Cteht (Itsa Amu)

HELP
WANTED

live-in Housekeeper
for 3 children working
father. References required.

$39.95
$49.95
$511.95

753.4345

to the residences
of Hazel and South
641 Water District
Area. The South
641 Water District
-Project is allnost
completed. If any
property or streets
have not been
satisfactory
restored.Please
notify J. Robert
Taylor, Carmen
Parks or Velma
Miller immediattelY.

753 8298

14 It. Opdfesieete,
leveler $139.00
NOW $39.95
Oee Grasp Diemend

FOR
SALE

HOME FURNISHINGS

Live -In Motel
Manager, living
quarters. utilitiec
furnished. Salary
$500 per month plus
100 a month off time
pay. Ideal for mother
with child or retied
non working couple.

Carter
Studio
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

6. HELP WANTED

24. MISCELLANEOUS
1 year old traditional sofa
$275.00 entertainment
center $150.00. Call 7591831 after 5 p.m.

Ladies pants, coats size
18.
exercising
vibrating machine • t v
game with gun and steer
ing wheel, vinal couch.
753-4487.
RCA Select-a -vision
television,
video disk
player $350.00 767-2548.
For gift or Christmas tree
4 ft. beautiful NorweIgIon
Pine Call 753-3211.
Polaroid camera $10.00
typewriter $40.00. small
desk $10.00 8-track tape
player AC-DC $10.00 7
piece dinette set $60.00.
1970 Chevrolet $175.00, 9inch car t.v. $75.0. No
checks please 436-2850.
Firewood for sale 753
3523.
_.
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24" available. $27.50 a
rick delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
-Slabs for sale bundled or
banded. You haul or we
will haul in 10o bundle
lots. Call Shomaker
Lumber Co. McKenzie
Tn. 901-352-5777. 7 to 5
after 5 901-352362 also
sawdust
Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Fork lifts new 7riFT.Isod
complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need a
lift give us a call 502-247
4069.'
cio77
14for-;
-idelgli
:
rick. Call 489-2101 Or -489,
2231.

Panasonic AM -FM
Lombard chain'saws arc.
cassette stereo with
service. Stokes Tractor
record player and
Industrial Rd.
Panasonic thruster
'
Small super market in ex-.
speakers $195.00. 75--5970
cellent condition:
after 3:00.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502
247-1461 or 247-5961 after
Used automobile parts for
7:30 p.m.
1967 Chevrolet Impala.
436-5844.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing
2 Polyester Snow tires 78
Murray Leather Shop,
x 15 good tread mounted
Dixieland Center. 759on GM wheels $30.00 1
9633.
Polyester glass belted
Snow tire good tread 70 x
2k TV RADIP
15 studded $10.00 2-wheel
trailer. Wood bed on auto
axle S50.00. Call 753-7548.
Channel Master Stereo
with 8-track tape player
and recorder AM-FM
radio and turntable stand
included. Oak twin bed
with mattress and box
springs. 2 NFL Design twin bedspreads and matching drapes. 435-4238
after 5:00 p.m. •

Large
Selectioh
Used TV's

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col
or, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575

225 L. P. Miller St.(Across From Comoomity Coster)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Hoots

e lit.44o forum

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 - 753-3685

Irtc

cotsn'o 3100

45o8Y
,
C Mr WOW 1.14414•• 14

NANCY--THERE'S NO GLUE

ON THIS ENVELOPE-WILL YOU GET THE
GLUE AND
SEAL IT
FORME?

VoU SCARED?
GET OUT At•JO1
WATCH ME!

I DON'T
WANT TO
DRIVE
ACROSS
THIS
BRIDGE

BUT I'M
NOT

SCARED!
23

REGISTERED NURSES
Why apply to Lourdes Hospital? (1) Patient centered Christian philosphy of
nursing care.(2)Extensive orientaion to
assure a smooth transition. (3) Position
available in critical care and general
medical-surgical areas. 3 PM-11 PM, 11
PM-7 AM shifts. (4) Opportunity for advancement. (5) Excellent environment
in a modern 323 bed facility. (6) A well
rounded benefit package including vacation, holidays and sick time. Health insurnce and retirement. (7) Several
million dollar expansion program on the
horizon with creative direction for nursing. Where do you apply!
Director of Nursing
Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah Ky.42001
501)-444-2125
An Equal opportunity Employer

Save
$280.00
on this

MOM Synthesized DC Reallher 30 rech 0 13 ohms from
30-20411z, F PA sensrtmty 10 &Mt(1 9p1) 6AM 6cm preger sta.
irons. auto/manual search super bass tone control up hont
tope %tunnels. last stilton memory

4.4

5UNt5TEA,D, Do
YOU REAL.IzE

',tit.) REPEAT
avegyn-aNG
sAy

LL

WILL
'YOU STOP

W1LA_NCU 51OP
1T2

GET READY FOR
THE HOLIDAY SEASON
Rental Suggestion

glEPEar

EvERYTHINC,
YOU SAY

eejore

Floor Care Equipment
(Buffers, shampooers, Vacuum Cleanersli
Santo Claus Suits
Roll Away Beds
`#," Flprtoble Electric Heaters
41
. Televisions
.
f Small Refrigerators
r. Exercise Bicycles

y

r
I

•

UN..WON'T
SAVE THE
HAPPEN. HERE
NEXT CELL
COME JUDOE'S
FOR CRIMEFRIENDS9055 GOMM, GOVERNOR„,

GOOD. BUT
THEY DON'T
KNOW THE TRUTH
ABOUT THIS
BAD JUDGE

THERE
HE IS...
THE
JUDGE!

FR-035

Auto4telumiShutott ffirtict-Delm Turntabls wow tflutter

0025% (WRMS). rumble - 22d13 101N-E11 rine sewed adt
± 3%, front panel controls strobe 315rnm ipurronum altoy
dlecast platter S shaped stahcalty balanced lonearm dust
Sr lowness lovr Inchon tonearm

0_15plas

ffistalTemi Compatible Cassette Deck now & sutler 0 05%

S47

CARUS), keg nes 30 1 5(rltz t 30R SIN 6803 rw,'Dothyl metal
tape capabutty, soh louch cperahon timer ec and pay tunc
hon AMPS(Auto/haw Mus,c PrOg r rn Search) LED peal, level
nclocator
NO Efficiency Acoustic Suspension Three way SP•allet
SySlem 70 watts ma. .nOut pone, 10' *note, mpectance •
ohms, sensitmty 914113he SPL. lip response 30 2210.7
140W. 24011 •
Asadie Cabinet: Walnut gran kenyl IruP duat pia, doors
35!,. II 14'•
record storageW

Gx y

I

CM=

World of
Sound

RENTAL SALES

I-I CAN'T. I
HAVEN T Gm'
THE KEY.

200E Main

411

01

222 South Street
AA. :11* eg

}ar* egA

4
1&0414t

SP
.4

.•••••.

41.•
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TIRE MURRA1

27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

32. APTS. FOR RENT

We manage property for
Nice 1974 Concorde house 2 2 bedreom trailers for others. Have 2 garage
trailer 14x65 underpinn. rent fully furnished apartments also 2 fur
ing, central heat and $140.00. Call 753-1879 after fished mobile homes. Colair,
refrigerator and 5:00.
eman Real Estate 753stove available. Call 2.47,898.
1346.
2 bedroom trailer for rent
Duplex 2 bedroom near
Mobile home for sale or in country $150.00 12x65. university. Quiet setting.
759-4592.
Puryear.
in
rent. Located
5210.00 monthly. Call 7532 bedroom coinpletely
8096.
3
bedroom
trailer
rent
for
furnished. Sale price
Nice large single
rent $200.00 in town $165.00 759-4592.
$7 000.00
bedroom, carpeted
monthly pips deposit. 901
Trailer on 121 -South 583.50 floors.
2125,00 month
247-5357."
3 bedroom traiTer $125.00 month $50.00 deposit, rent...-DepoSit reiatiirect
no,pets"alloWed. Located
per month, on Hwy. 299 Ca/1751797s.
St, Calf
between Stella and 1976 14x60 2 hedrOOrri at 1602 DiddisIon
Kirksey. Can 435-4193 or mobile home and lot 7516564tb See.
. 469-2534
underpinned central air 2
bedr.,00m Souttiside.
2 bedroom trailer near back porch with awning stove
refrigerator,
10x10
building.
storage
Murray no pets, nice.
disposal. carpet, carPhone
759-1956
after-3:00.
489-2611.
port,
washer-dryer
hookup. Couples only no
Real nice 2 bedroom com- 12 x60, furnished,
pletely furnithed near nice, natural gas, .good pets.. 1 year lease,
degiiisif recfyired:75370291i,
to
-c a ti on, -no pets,
Murray. No pets. Call
deposit required. Mobile 1 bedroom - furnished
1305 after 3p.m.
Home village,
Phone apartment for adults.
For rent or sale 12 x 522
755. 3 8 9 5 after 5 New paint and drapes. 2
bedroom trailer furnished
(weekdays).
blocks from hospital No
on 1/2 acre lot east of Murray. Call 767-4001.
Two bedrooms with cen- pets. Lease - and deposit
reqUirecl., Call 753-9208
19Z1 Richardson 12x60 two tral heat, new_ furniture
after A p.m. .
and
carpet.
Near
velvet'
,
central air
bedroom
tin; Sity. Shady Oaks Mobile Newly decorated one
and heat (gas)
bedroom apartment
furnished. 753-3142 Home Court 753-5209.
$175.00 per month. Call
daytime after 5 p.m. 753-BUSINESS
RENTALS Spann Realty Associate5
8854.
'
753-7724.
1975 14x70 mobile home •
all electric. 3 bedrooms
/Mal
I 2 bedroom furnished or
central heat and air exunfurnished • apartment.
INeeirelemesei
cellent condition. Located
7531730 before 5 -p.m.
fl Fox Meadows Tr. Pk,
7516465-after5 phi.
Steerage Space
753-6815 after 4 p.m.
Two bedroom apartmerir
Few NM
10x55 2 bedroom trailer
for-- rent, range, bvein
east of Almo. Cal' 753.
:refritierator, cilstiwaSh&,,
3320.
-immeeeiw+min•owiw. disposal, washer anc4
32. APTS. FOR RENT dryer hookup, air,carpet,
28. MOBILE
pets. One year lease
2 or 3 bedroom furnbished f No
HOME RENTALS
and $225 deposit required.
apartment on Olive St. No
$225 per month. Phone
2 bedroom trailer for pets /ease and deposit. 253-2622 or 753-3865.
rent. Ledbetter Church Calf 753-9208 after 4 p.m.
Equal Housing 1 and 2
Rd.. $60.00 month. 354Very nice carpeted 2 bedroom apartment. Call
6144.
bedroom duplex on Murray Manor 753-8668.
22 bedroom trailes 1 mile private country road.
out of city limits on 121 Washer-dryer . hookup 1 bedroom furnish-eil
south. Call 753-6649 or 753- water furnished $170.00 apartment couples only
deposit required. Ca11753- no pets. Deposit required
3115.
8848 before 8 p.m.
call 492-8662.

7134734:

4

KEN
WOOD
STEREO FOR
YOUR CAR

/

The ultimate
,
stereo.
KRGS11CASSETtifillECEIVER

Treat yourself to excellence. There is no better
way than with KENWOOD! With its high technology performance, the result of exceptional
engineering, Kenwood car stereo lets you enjoy
music the way you like it. It's in a class by itself.
May we demonstrate?

Newly redecorated one
bedroom apartment good
location,
furnished or
unfurnished. Call 759-4756
before 11:00 a.m. or after
4:00 p.m. weekdays.
Furnished or unfurnished
1 bedroom apartment in a
lakeside house Panarama
Shores. 436-2482 or 7537272.
2 bedroom unfurnished
duplex with stove
refrigerator
dishwasher and disposal.
Extra nice in Westwood
Subd.-Heat pump with low
utilities $250.00Month 7533742 before 4:00 p.m. or
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.
Efficiency one or two
bedroom Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109 or 436-2844.

Sunset Boulevard
Music
Mislaid Cuter (Rear Weal
Clostast St. 153-0113

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS
SALE
Saturday Dec. 5, 1981, at 1:00
p.m. at 641
Auction
House,
Highway 641 North of Paris, Tn.
DRAWING FOR $20, each hour

during the Auction.
Toys, Video games, tools, drill

press,

dishes, watches, ceramics
bisque,
stereo, 8
track
and
curio

players, jewelry, brass

cabinets,

knives,

stands, bowl and picture sets, new
shirts and much more. Concession
stand will be open.

1 bedroom furnished
apartment air condition.
Call 753-3139. Located on
121 north next to
fairgrounds.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
3 or 4 bedroom house 2
bath prefer family $300.00
a month. 759-4682 after 3
p.m.
Nice 2 bedroom brick
with large utility,
washer, dryer.
refrigerator, air condi
tioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rentfor young couple with
proper references and
deposit, .492-8594 after 6
p.m.

RENT

House for rent older couple only no pets deposit
required. Call 753-2987.

Ar. $100.00 deposit. 759-1074
- 753-2649.

AUCTION SALE

lot 4 bedroom house 1603
College Farm Rd. 492'
8225,
3 bedroom house on 2 lets
recently Painted inside
and out. Peaceful surrounding less than 1 mile
from Ky. Lake near
Aurora. Ready for occupancy Dec. 5 $225.013
plus deposit. Call 442-3877,
2 houses in Murray 2
bedroom all electric furnished and unfurnished
Deposit and references.
753-9829.
2 bedroom brick. shady
.lof.
garden spot,
in
country. Married couples
only
references and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
pm.
Immediately available
redetorated
Story
house 94 East. Large.kitcnen cook Stove. built
in cabinets,
utility
room. bath $150 00 Mar
ried couple
reletenceS no pet% 751
TSSI

49. USED CARS

#,

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE through
government sales,
meter $300. Calf l-714-168241tor your directory an
how to purchase. Open 24
MUM

USED TRUCKS

SERVICESOFFERED

1951 Chevrolet pickup fair
condition. 436.5454.

Import Auto Salvage 1600
Datum engine 1800 18 RC
Toyota automatic sten
dard shifts transmission
Opal and Chevy Luv

Wu-s
-Jiteoa, Cars. and
Trucks available Many
self for under $100.00. Call
313-141143 Ext. 2841 fOr
information on how to
purchase

171 MS
engines
Don't gut off getting your

45 FARMS FOR SALE

Registered 1 4 horse for,
sale etc lease. Call 527
1096.

Secluded 5 acre farm with
brick home and large
barn. $25 000:00. Call 5-9
p.m. 759-1644.

43. REAL ESTATE

horde.& Thom*
lissorasce
istate
Sortissidii Coon Sq.
Mersey, Kentucky
7S3-44S1

753-1222
BlaCk•
Six rnelth
Great Dottie, -full
Pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753
6527.
Beautiful AKC registered
miniature Schnauzer pup
pies will be ready for
Christmas deposit will
hold. Call 753-7791.
Perfect Christmas Gift 3
white puppies mother
registered Pomarian
father registered
American Eskimo $45.00.
Will hold until Christmas
489.2412.
12 week old AKC
Labrador Retrievers only
3 left. Will hold until
Christmas. Call 753-4498.
AKC Miniature
Schnauzer puppies, Very
healthy 6 weeks old.
Veterinary procedures
completed (ears not cropped). Arrangements
made for Christmas gifts
753-0726 after 5 p.m.
Registered Dalmation
puppies 8 weeks ola.
Deposit will hold for
Christmas. Phone nights
and weekends 527-8244.
AKC Labrador Retreiver
12 weeks old only 3 left.
Will hold till Christmas.
753-8918,
41. PUBLIC SALE

•

FACTORY
OUTLET SALE
AMERICAN
LAMP CO.

Hwy 45 North
5 Miles north of
Mayfield - 1-2/7-3862
Now Open: Thursday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
Saturday 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
43. REAL ESTATE

753-1222

HOUSES FOR

Garage Sale North 15th
Chi Alpha building near
M51.3. Sat. Nov.5th

$2100.00 down Take over
reasonable payments and
this 2 by shop with 2 2
bedroom apatments will
be yours. Let that shOP
YOu've always wanted be
yours. Call Spann Realty
Assoc. 753-7724.

2 large sows 753-5831.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT

Boys. Large private room
with kitchen facilities I/2
block from campus. Call
753-13/2.

Heated Garage Sale lots
of items markea half
price Fri. and Sat. Dec. 4
and 5. Corner of
Sycamore and Ellis
-Drive. •

PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in town on large
becirtiom noose m Akin() lot. 150k 106:This home
is neat and clean ready
Heights $275.00 month
to move in. Insulated
Phene 7534411.
garage and fenced
37. LiVESTOCK
backyard. Ideal investment property convenient
SUPPLIES
to stores; could be zoned
6 year old 15 hand Ap- commercial. Talk to us
paloosa Gelding goes well about financing. For
under English and more Information call
Western tack. $700.00. SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES. 753-7724.
Call Denise at 767-6556.

rZigdioom co ge, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.012 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit. required, 502-4365353•

1 bedroom furnished
apartment 753-8878.

Rooms for rent 1 block
from university 753-1812,
753-6933,

43, REAL ESTATE

41 PUBLIC SALE

072 Ford pickup cannier
197f I.ito- 9000 condition. special
automatic.
Can 7S3497S.
power
transmission,
.eagdaev 4chsoft
steering * and power
WM two keituoges omiI too
1971 Dodge Civet* 318 V
betel7 low itwintessitce
power prakes. Also has paneled
automatic.
orKI walkintquolity7 At tt
steering
pciwer camper cep. 753-367e
heater
brakes
air
price of Nis than 516,000?
GMC Van conversion.
11, col 753-1492 mow,
AM radio good tiros
900d motor and transmis Fully customized with
after hours 753-017
110n runs good, $40.00 refrigerator, sink, stereo,
-coven Icouverts into
90Tifr21172
bed). rally wheels
1914 Fiat 12e 2 door sta- custom paint and cap
tains chair,. 13.000 mile!
tion wagon. 4 cylinder,
4 speed front wheel Reply to 793:5014.
drive
luggage rack
1979 4 wheel drive Chevy
heater. AM•FM radio
LIIMA MIS, NATIIIS
Blazer 753-447
paint
good
tires
new
SYcehore
Green
matalic.
light
iob.
*Away.itareuckv 42071
51 CAMPERS
tan interior. Good motor
1021753,1492
and transmission. Ex- 1977 Midas Motor Home
cellent condition. Cheap.
30 ft. 12000 miles
44 LOTS FOR SALE" $1300.00 901-642-7877.
generator 2 roof air
mIcrovo S16030 or best
Approximately 44 acres Investment 1952 MG Repoffer 47•11031.
on corner of Penny Rd tica mint condition. Exand Spring Creek church ecutive model $9.500.00. SERVICES OFFERED
road. Call 489-2425.
527-9637 after 5:00..

COUNTRY
CHARM
Peaceful country
livin' goes with this
unique three
bedroom' home in
Graves Cofunty between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings
in den and dining
area, wood burning
Fisher Stove and
central heat and
air. This is an ex-

tremely n-eat
Enjoy beautiful.
Cedar-sided home
ChriStmas. Pine Bluff
in quiet, private
ShoreS. Completely fur
nished $200.00 month
location. Offered in

Auction sale Saturday, Dec. 5 at 10 a.m. at
the old Lynn Grove High School Gym on
Highway 94 West from Murray.
Will have for sale a lot of antiques, collector
items and good usable furniture.To list only a
few items:
Solid cherry press, fancy two drawer spool
cabinet,oak hall tree, kitchen cabinet, Edison.
Victrola that plays with many old thick
records, two large wardrobes, one oak,
beautifW oak mantle, old highback rocker,
fancy small table, round oak dining table,oak
dresser, nice old piano, No. 1 dinner bell, old
two gallon milk bucket, block and line with
wood blocks cast iron ware, hull pottery, McCoy Adams some old glass, good refrigerator,
gas cooking stove, like new gas dryer, odd
chairs, .odd cheSt, hand tools. One Mighty
Mite chain saw. This is only a partial listing.
Will be an all day sale. Sale held indoors rain
or shine.
Not responsible foe accidents. Eats and
drinks available.
Kenny Imes and Dan Miller Auctioneers.
Licensed and Handed. in Kentucky and Tennessee.
My Service Doesn't
Cost It Pays
eNitOMINIek.

All electric efficiency
apartment $120.00 month
$120.00 deposit. 753-9829.

2 bedroom refrigerator
stove dishwasher furnished. 121 South New Concord area. Phone 436-5606
after 12:00 noon.

wash

Auctioneer
Lorry Baucum 646A
Shortie McBride No 247

2 bedroom gas heat
washer-dryer hookup
carpeted. Call 362-8063.

Nice furnished small
apartment inquire 100 S.
13th St.

_RECORDS - TAPES- STEREOS

cassette

3113o

3Eas.1441L

the loW'$50's. Phone
753•1222 for all in-

formation.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 1 t.'2
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family
room, chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
..automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All thiS'and offered
in the low 450's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

Very attractive
brick home on
street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and cooling system,
fireplace in den.
Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offerd
in the $40's, and
owner fina,ncing
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.

JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development adjacent to
Gatesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in
the $70's. Owner
financing available.
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO

.
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
broaure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

4

46 HOMES FOR

1977

40 acres '2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $8000.00 down
owner financing. Will accept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill Of
tesen Carbondale, Ill. or
call 618-549 3002 after 5
p.m.
House for sale by owner
Lynn Grove Browns
Grove Hwy. Newly
decorated inside and out.
New wiring, plumbing
and floor covering 7530670.
House for sale in Canterbury 753-0738.
By owner 3 bedroom 1I/2
full basement.
story
Walnut kitchen cabinets
(built-ins)
fireplace
electric heat. Low utility
near
bills, deep lot
hospital. 12 percent financing available with
$10 000 down payment.
Price $42. 700. Phone 7534710 after 5 p.m.
'Home-h
-TrrairiTy owner,1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 500 p.m. 554-411
or after 5:00 p.m. 554/580. Ask for Ken Adams.
Unique, log home- three
bedroOrn, central gas.
heat with full basement.
Assumable loan. Call
Purdom & Thurman
Realty 753-4456.
3 bedroom brick house
carpet throughout,
2
bath, large living room
and den, 2 car garage
with large storage room.
Call 489 2145 or 753-8394.
New will planned 3
bedroom 1, 2 bath house
Very nice. Call 753-3903.
3 bedroOM brick located.
near Coldwater. Sale
reasonable. 489 2818.
•
11
/
2 story 2 acres Ashley
wood heater. Will sell
lease or rent, You must
see this one. Coleman
R ea I Estate 753 9898.

Granada
Ghia.

hi Rabe SINN

Cuslom mate leather
iackett, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Mur
ray Leather Shop. Dix
ieland Center 759 9633,

condition,

good family
car. Asking $2,3N.
Call 15341121 after 5
ILL
clean,

19/11 Audi 77 mpg 759 4588
or 751 /61/

g

paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides.
Commercial or
residential. Call Tremor
Farris. 749-1987.

Professional office and
building maintenance
daily or weekly Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827

AUCTION

Auction
641 Auction Holm* 14wy. aal Neri, Pores, Tooonsoe:_Aoctiori bold *very Friday night et 6:30
p.m.
This woe oaf** dronors, wordrolko, abbot,*
mg, cook caster toble; wohlor bed, komp.. Worts,
woskstorwl, poster bedroom mike, pie sole, cider
backer,lets qf gIesswors mei mock men.

Auctioneers Lorry Bascules No.646A
Shortie McBride No.247

AUCTION
SALE
Sot Dec. 5th at 10 am. roin or shine at the old
Imes Store down on the rollrood in old Alm, Ky
Was unable to complete this Ng sale lost Saturday
Will continue selling as listed First will WI forge
stock of conned goods, groceries, staples All the
usual items found in o old country store Next
large lot of dishes, trinkets, toys Small items ,
numerous collector 'ferns, then will sell Of some
location furniture, antiques Lots of smoll items
from o small estate Sole will lost all day for information coil

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE
43$412$
Lyme Grows. Ky.

1975 Cutlass Oldsmobile
Supreme 2 door 53000
miles $1390 00 After 6:30
753 7124

1981 Datsun 5 speed over
drive AM 'FM cassette air
$480000 Cali between 8 4
762 1401 after 7 p.m 759
9119
'
1976 Cadillac Seville
silver on silver 42000
miles loaded Call 75J
7111 or 753 MI' '

Need work on your trees'
TWIN, pruning, shop
ing, 'complete removal
and more. Call BOVE R'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
fessional tree ca-e. 753
8536.

PURDOM'S

49 USED CARS

1971 Volvo 142 S 2 door 4
cylinder air
contliNaleTr19 .4645.

K & K Stump Remove,
Do you need stumps
removed from vote' yard
or land cleared of
stumps'
) We can remove
stumps up to 24" below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or sob
.femp, kr 435 4319

Will sharpen hand saws,
Alexander Septic Tank chain saws and skill saws
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
811753 4656
ed from your driveway.
Industrial, residential,
panel Jog
1973 VW Thing converti- or commercial. 24 hour Carpenter
etc 30 years experience
ble, gas heater, new service. Call 753 5933.
136 2253
tires,
excellent gas
mileage and In excellent MOBILE HOME
condition, 48, 000 miles ANCHORS underpinn
ROOFING
$2250.00. Call 354.6217.
ing, roof's sealed, patio
IllILT-UP II SHINGLES
awnings, and house type
RoIreocm. All work
1979 Dodge Magnum XE roofs for mobile homes.
guoroor•ed. Fro•
36, 000 miles, AM-FM 7511873. Jack Glos.*.
Estimmos.' Call 759air,
steering
cruise,
Guttering by Sears. Sear:
1159 Or 753-6541.
and brakes. Extra sharp.
continuous
gutters install
Phone 753-1419 or see at
ed per your specifica
919 N. 18th.
Fence sales at Sear; now
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
Call Sears 753 2310 for
1973 Chevrolet Impala ex- for free estimate.
free estimate for your
tra clean inside and out Asphalt drivrembes and
needs
radial- tires great. parking lots Allied by
mechanically $10543.00. Sears. For free estimates Roofing Hot Tar and
Call 489-2595.
Gravel Roofs Ask about
call 753-2310. ,
5 year guarantee Roofs
Automobile macpanic coated cold or hot ap
1918 Oldsmobile will do work on automatic' plications shingle roofs
removed and replaced
Delta lord 4 Door and all gasoline engined: Complete
roof and deck
trucks. All work done
Sodom, sae owner, guaranteed. Call 437-4546. ing removed and replac
ed. Roll roofing
he* tor.
TrirERAL HOME fiberglass shingles in
REPAIR 15 years ex
stalled on straight 4x12
perience. Carpentry
roof $3350 Labor and
oncrate
plumbing
Alt work
'rooting
sliding
NO material
Oldsmobile
JOB -TO SMALL Free guaranteed the profes
sionals Yates Roofing Co
Pontiac
estimates. Days 474
642 0158 call collect
,2 59 nights 474-2276.
Corilihm
ALCOA ALUMINUM' Sewing Machines Repair
1404 111. MOsi
SIDING or vinyl siding all makes and Models
MSS'S
.and trim. Aluminum trim - home and commercial
for brick houses. Jack sewing machines. In
1972 MG red with black in- xterr_t$3-1873.
cluding button and blind
terior, perfect condition AAA CUSTOM MADE, stitch Call 753 2674 on
753-0708 767-4767.
CABINETS, bookcases.' Hwy. Ill, Stella Ky
1977 Oldsmobile .4 door music centers, etc.
Raosonabie 4v. 'ic44
$2500 00753-9400

1916 Mazda R X 4 ex
cellent cOndition AM-FM
stereo air. Call 759-9613

1978 Camero white black
interior•V 8 automatic air
rally wheels radial tires
spoiler. $4100.00. 753 1480 .

APPLIANCE SERVICE
X E N At 0'11-E .
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE
70
rears experience, Bob
by Hopper. Bob's Ap
phance Service 203 S 5th
St 753 4872 or 753 8886

All your plumbing and air ?CARPET CLEANIN76conditioning needs. Also Free estimates Satisfied
do carpentry, painting, references. Vibra Vac
roofing and concrete. All steam or quick dryclean
*Kirk done to satisfaction ing LEE'S CARPET
753-2211.
CLEANING, 753 5817

lerofessio
Good

47 MOTORCYCLES
1980 Harley Davidson
super glide Must sell.
Call 753 2896.
Honda 1980 750 Custom
windshield engine guards
adjustable back rest like
new condition $2085.00.
1978 Honda Hawk 400 like
new $995.00, kl6 Willow
Dr, Mayfield Ky, 247.7541
Bob Watts.

•

ford

SALE

New 3 bedroom, 2bath,
built-in appliances. Must
sell. $30, 000, Call 4892670.

Aluminum Sconce Co
aluminum and wily
Siding. custom trim
work. References Call
Will Ed Bailey. 15306

For
Sale

Approximately 45 acres
with bare and grain bin
north of airport on Penny Road. 489-2425.

NEAR
UNIVERSITY

LMITTA MSS, KUHNS

Dew yesr invilp. 'Heat
womeepicel nowise

leveed§ tote or chair
reupholstered bet6vse of
the long Wait tor iVS
return We offer one week
service. Also
take ad
vantage of our year end
%Pedal. Say You saw this
ad and save 530,00 on any
sofa and chair combina
lien. Bills Upholstery 104
$ 13th

AUCTION
Set. Dec. 5 et 10 e'ciscii et tits OW
C.antou Motel in Casten, Ky. 14 man
west if Cadiz, Ky.
ANTIOUI3- FURNITURE- DEPRESSION

GtA$5
Partici! Listing. Oak table, ook beds,
walnut dresser, old trunks, opver 200
pieces of Depreision gloss in mint condi
tion and lots more.
Seess-Casi
S. Dellimam,k.
Arsiikeser
Calk Ky. $22-3181

Sat,Dec.5
1040 All.
PURCHASE
TRAINING
CENTER
Lee Po...4o Rood
, Kentuck y
hbroz
From Podu
Woke Hwy 45 Scut% 16

'Ti' to Lee Powell Rood, turn
rooht and oo k't mole From
Mayfield, tak• Hwy 45
Nov*,6 mi and turn left and
VS mole

MILITARY
4X4 TRUCKS
TRAILERS
and miscellaneous ports
5 eoch, Truck. Cargo 1 14
ton 4 wheel drove, keep, 5
p•och Truck, C
pc:rce WI ton 4
wheel drive,

sod,

, troctor 6
5 kx-i
gas IHC , I eoch, Truci,
r'oo 2 ton IHC gas engine,
I eoc_ .h Truck. Pickup, V.
ton, Dodos, I •och. 'Truck
frame,I isoce, Truida, Dump
6 tonX6 wothout engone
„,, Dump
INC. I sod',. ,,
2 h ton Ford, gas ervoone
4IX4 1 eoch Shovel Crawler.
MT0 20 ton (nu boom),
each, Scraper tor grader, COn
be adapted for fOrm usi ba,
eoch, dolly clool 1,i/4ee1, 15
tan, 7 rock, hoary, 11,
2 tro,
•awai. 2 eoch truck body
frab) Jeep, 2 each 'hurl
Body (bed) Jeep, I *or t•
Trude,. 4 whet', •pecuJi
tondem flatbed, 7 tor, 1
*acts, Trolly. 4 wheel spe
r .04 fonder., hotbed, 10 ton
8 wheel
I each Tro,kr

specoal tandem bat bed, 20
rr,in 2 eoch F roan, loader
otrochment for 214 ton
rr,i<S, I eoch body Gomm°
goo, truck, I ouch sow bend
,,rnocal. 1 fro( h lottre, 2
each bar lathe, 1 each, hard
land (Mc, moscellunrous co(
e'maI eau
'
.
TERms MI,
" Costlier
(,d' or fxre letter of
redo, unlesr u noOrstereC1
tourer ce our out non und
,
' AVM by our soles vers.*
,
'40

E CONDUC TED BY

JAKE BROWN
&P0ASSOC.
Bus .7.129
C•iiuruti Kentucky 42001
Ao•tounenr
0.4
5%49429

4419)62
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Obituaries

Department To Review Plan For Mentally Retarded

Robinson
Dies Today.:

FRANKFORIr, ICy. throughout the state.
'The ProPosalir, along
(AP) — The einphasia
on communitr services with minority views, are
Charlotte Robinson, for the mentally retarded the product of 10 months
widow of Don Robinson, in a new report by a. of meetings, of which
died today at 2:25 a.m. at citizens planning council. Wednesday's :was the
Members also recom- -final one.
Westview Nursing Home.
mended
that the state
The- Kentucky.. Citizens.
resiformer
She was a
dent of 203 Cardinal Lane,' come out flatly against Planning C.ounail for
any new institutional Community 'Mental
Henderson.
Retardation Services also
The deceased was a beds for the retarded.
The council's 18 listed many goals which
registered nurse.. *Born
June 23,1919,in Calloway members submitted a 'would cost Money.
The minority views inCounty, she was the three-year plan Wednesdaughter of the late J. H. day to the Department cluded the issue of
(Hardy) Yarbrough and for Human Resources for whether mental retardaLois Houston Yarbrough. its review and response. tion services are faring
Survivors inelude two The plan was developed well enough under comcousins, Mrs. Oliver by more than 300 -bined mental health(Martha) Cherry and Dr. volunteers from mental retardation
Hugh Houston,Murray.
J. H. Churchill Funeral,
0111'01,50fSP.11.P.Ple
•
rangenielits"..

board in -the 15 state
regions.
"The final decision of
the council to leave mental retardation services
under the direction of the
(conthined) boards...was
made for political and
economic reasons," the
report said.
"It -appeared improvident to consider
establishing a separate
mangerial mechanism at
this time of great budget
deficits."
But the majority opinion called for making
mental retardation
services "visible" and

allowing a citizens' committee to operate within
the board.
The minority report
questioned whether the
mental health-mental
retardation board are
equally committed to serving the retarded.
"A number on the committee felt that the mental retardation
component has been...a
stepchild of the boards,"
it said.
The minority said the
membership of the
boards needs to examined to determine if "there
are individuals on the

—A public information
office should be formed to
educate the public on
mental retardation
,
issues.
—Formal training in
the retardation field
should be offered by state
universities.
—A job classification
series should be
developed for mental
retardation professionals
that is separate from the
health or psychiatric
versions.
—The state should
develop a lonkrange plan
to find placements for the
currents residents at

boards with documented
(underlined) Interests in
the needs and issues of
people with mental
retardation."
Among other majority
recommendations:
—Mentally retarded
residents in state
psychiatric facilities at
Eastern and Western
state hospitals should be
moved out and units
closed.
It said psychiatric
facilities should be used
when necessary and that
the individual should then
be returned to the
community.

Hazelwood and Central
State,"just simply on the
basis of the deteriorating
physical facilities and the
Inappropriateness of
them to serve persons
with mental
retardation."
The report said the
residents should be housedinsmal 1
community-based
facilities comprising no
more than eight persons
each.
The 18 council members
include one from each of
the state's 15 regionas,•
the Kentucky Association
for Retarded Citizens.

Solidarity Leaders Put Members On Strike Alert

Baker RiteS
In Chapel ,
Services for Charles
Mason Baker, 60, 1207'
Crestwood, were at 10
a. m.today at chapel of J.
H. Churchill Funeral .
Hume with Dr. Walter.E.
Misc.hke, Jr., and the
Rev. Robert Farless of,
ficiating, Ann Doran as
soloist., and Bea Farrell
as organist.
Pallbearers were E. L.
Howe, Jr., Frank Brandon, Kenneth .Mott, Max
McCuiston, Voris
Vickers, Joe McClard,
Leroy Todd, and Bill
Heise. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.

Young Rites
Are Friday
Services for Mae
Salyers Young of Paintsville will be Friday at
12:30 p.m. at the chapel of
Jones and Preston
Funeral Home.
The deceased, 93, died
Tuesday at
Prestonsburg.
Survivors include her
husband, Gilbert Yong,
Paintsville, and a
daughter, Ruby Dickerson, Murray.

Brown
To Host
Executives
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. will be in New
York Thursday, hosting a
reception for what his office described as "top
corporate executives."
More than 200 board
chairmen and chief executive officers of major
corporations have been
inytted to the reception,
Including the heads of
Merrill Lynch, Gulf and
Western and Bloomingdale's, according to a
release from Brown's
office.
The reception is being
held to familiarize the
corporate officers with
Kentucky's economicdevelopment program
and with recent changes
within the state's rotnmerce office in New
York,the release said.
The reception will be
held in the Rainbow
Room at Rockefeller
Center. Brown will be
joined there by his wife,
Phyllis George Brown,
members of his cabinet
and members of the Kentucky Economic
Development Corp.,
which is co-sponsoring
the event.

WARSAW, Poland
(AP) — Solidarity's
leaders have put their 9.5
million members_ on
strike alert -and ate
discussing ways of
retaliating to'• the government's suppression of a
strike by 320 student
firemen.
"Today the fight has
begun," the independent
union's. chief, Lech
Walesa, told a• cheering
crowd outside a Warsaw

hotel. "We are
approaching a peak of
tension where something
must happen. I order
Instant readiness of all
chapters.",
. The union leaders
declared the alert and
went into emergency session Wednesday.after 500
commandos, supported
by 4,000 to 5,000 police
and troops, stormed a
-firefighters' school in
'Warsaw and routed the

cadets who were in the
eighth day of a sit-in
strike. Nine Solidarity
members at the -scene
were arrested.
"It was non-violent and
we offered no resistance
to give them an excuse,"
said one of the cadets.
No casualties were
reported.
It was the biggest show
of force by the government since the Soviet
bloc's only legal independent union was formed 15

Fundraising Auction Touches
Soles Of Several
Celebrities
— including Hope's fall apart.

PAWTUCKET, R.I.
(AP) — N.• Lee Eaton
touched the soles of a
score of famous men and
women while trying to
raise money for the
Pawtucket Free Library.
After receiving letters
from Mrs. Eaton, a host
of entertainers including
Bob Hope,Brooke Shields
and John Travolta kicked
In one pair of shoes each
for a fundraising auction
to be held in January.
"I thought people
would want to buy them
and hang them on the
wall of their den," said
Mrs. Eaton, coordinator
of Mnmunity affairs for
thiftrary.
"I've had more people
come in off the street and
offer me $10 or $15 so they
could wear them to a party and say,'Hey, I've got
Bob Hope's shoes on."
She has mailed 200 letters since July and has
received 41 pairs of shoes

wingtips, Sally Struthers'
silver platforms and
• Charleton Heston's size12 sneakers, which came
bearing the actor's
autograph.
Marty Ingels attached
a picture of his wife,
singer-actress Shirley
Jones, to a pair of her
gold sandals, Mrs. Eaton
said.
"When I got to the point
I wanted to ask stars for
something, I was trying
to think of something
every star would have,
but they wouldn't have to
give us something of any
great value,"she said. "I
thought, 'If they are like
me they have lots of shoes
they don't like or don't
fit."
One exception was actor Mickey Rooney,
whose secretary wrote to
say his feet are so small
he has to have expensive
custom-made shoes
which he wears until they

She said she was surprised by the soft, brown
loafers sent by Travolta.
"They tell me that John
Travolta is-more conservative than I pictured
him,"she said.
One of her favorites are
the pull-on ankle boots
from "Lou Grant" star
Ed Asner.
"Ed Asner's, I swear,
have something fuzzy like
mildew on the toe," she
said.
"Everybody who
comes through says they
wouldn't think I could
bear to part with them,
but I tell them that I have
to, because that's part of
the contract when I asked
for them," Mrs. Eaton
said.
"I feel good about the
people who took the time
to write. If you wrote to
100 people in Pawtucket
and asked for for an old
hat, they never would
even answer you."

months ago. But Stefan
Olszowski, a conservative member of the
Communist Party
Politburo, said in a TV interview: "I don't think it
is the beginning of a
wider conflict. It was one
of local character."
The cadets, most of
them in their early 20s,

Federal-State Market News Service
December 3, 1961
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 975 Est, 450 Barrows & Gilts
1.10-1,25 lower Sows 1.50-3.50 lower most
decline on wts. over 450 lbs.
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
$41.00-41.50
206.210 lbs
$40.00-41,00
US 2210-250 lbs
140.50-41.00
US 2-3 250-270 Itti
.50-40.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-150 Itis
831.00-32.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$32.6043.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. .......
C2.00-33.00
US 1-3 500450 lbs
P3.0034.00
US 2-3 300,500 lbs.. ......, 131.00-32.00
Boars 27.50-30.00

Practical
Gift Suggestions
„.Any Item In The

thusiasm, interest and
hard work of all the student volunteers,"
Makowski said. "They
really wanted to do
something good for the
campus.".
Bulbs were planted
along the east side of the
Chestnut Street overpass,
in the front of the Carr
Health Building, Mason
and Wells halls, on the
east side of the Business
Building and near
Oakhurst.
Makowski said the idea
for the flowers,especially
the early blooming
varieties, originated with
university President Dr.
Constantine W. Curris
and was later suggested
by Jim Hall, vice president of administrative affairs.
Although several small
plots remain to be
planted, Makowski said
the largest part of the

Now Until Christmas
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Murray Supply
Co.
208 I.'Asia 7S3-3361

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford
G.A F
General Minima;
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
GoIIOil
Heublein
I.B.M.
Jerico
K-mart
Penlvalt
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GOODYEAR'S
Phone Number
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544
204•1
18% di
36% +%
34% -%
53% +%
10%13 IONIA
15% -%
31% unc
35% unc
34% -%
494 -4
14% -44

C.E.F. Fund

753-0595
It was omitted
in the phone Book

14.48

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

753-2380
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Kodak Tele-Extralite
600
Camera Outfit
*AA frA,,am\,AAPAA\fiA,

'4599

L Thru December
.
1

;
Tv* ATONVe979‘711;;;;171;11
Magic
pAPPY HOLIDAY
Koclocolor II
Cubes

project has been completed.
"We never could have
got it done so quickly
without the help of student volunteers," she
said.
Areas remaining to be
planted include beds surrounding the university
signs at Sparks Hall and
Oakhurst and in the
vicinity of the Pogue
Library and the new
Wrather-West Kentucky
Museum.
Most of the flowers and
some ground cover and
shrubs are perennials
and will add color to the
Murray Statre campus
for many years,she said.
"I think a university
campus should be a little
oasis — a place where one
can stroll and get away
from it all," said
Makowski.
"After all," she concluded,"Who doesn't like
flowers?"
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Kodacoloril Film

Timex
Watches
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Ace Hardware Dept.
With A Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

25% off

the campuses.
Meanwhile, in Vienna,
A strike by more than officials reported that the
100,000 students deman- number of Poles seekhig
ding adoption of the political asylum in
legislation has closed 72 Austria reached a record
of the nation's 91 colleges high of 342 people in 24
and universities.
hours. A spokesman for
The Communist the Vienna office of the
government has demand- Intergovernmental
ed an end to strikes and Committee for European
asked the Sejm for "ex- 'Migration said the daily
traordinary powers" to average was between 160
prevent them.
and 240 applications.

Stock Market
Industrial Average

Hog
Market

Local Organizations Plant
Flowers Across MSU Campus
The campus of Murray
State University will be
much more colorful next
spring thanks to a
cooperative project of
several organizations to
plant thousands of
hyacinth, crocus and jonquil flowers.
Members, from Alpha
Kappa Psi and Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternities
and Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority, totaling more
than 60 volunteers, recenly planted the bulbs in
beds across the campus.
Ellen Makowski, landscape architect who coordinated the effort, said
the flowers may bring
spring to Murray State a
little earlier than usual.
She described the project
as a "mass planting"
which should brighten the
campus from the
Chestnut Street overpass
to Oakhurst.
"I've really been impressed by the en-

were demanding that
they be given civilian
status so they could be
covered by an academic
reform law now before
the Sejm, the Polish
parliatnent. The law
provides for greater
autonomy and
democratic delections on

110 Size
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
Gal QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
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753-2617
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Prices Good
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rp Kodak bandits 400
- 1:00-6:00
Camera Outfit

2 door silver with red interior, V8
automatic, power steering, power brakes
and air, rally wheels, 1 owner.

....407,6:00..
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WE'RE BUSY
AS:ELVES4_.•
..
And busy we'll stay,

right up to the time
.it becomes Christmas day!
ThK year you'll find
a special selection..
presents galore.
a whole holid.ay sectipn!
It's filled with ideas
from A...to Z
for stuffing a stocking
and -tinder a tree!
But the holiday's near,
so mustn't defaY,
shop early this season,
fill your gift lists today!

Attend The
Rotary
Christmas
Parade
This Saturday
10 A.M.

•

AVAILABLE
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Plan ahead oftimefor personalized gift-giving
While dreams of white
Christmases and visions of
sugar plums are just beginning
to creep up on us, it's not too
early to plan our Christmas
gift list..
What do You give the person who has everything? Or
the bu..v executive? Or the
student . or your father?

In many cases, all of the
above will appreciate a personalized gift which is truly
meant for them at Christmas.
You can have almost anything monogrammed, printed
or engraved if you plan your
gift lisrearly. Popular personalized gifts include clothes,
Luggage, stationery or fine

wnting instruments
The'write' idea
A thoughtful Christmas gift
idea might be personalized
stationery and an engraved
fine writing instrument, and
the giver will be sure to receive a note of thanks.
Catherine M. Ottaviano,

cils, soft tip pens and desk sets
in a range of prices to suit
every pocketbook
There is no other gift that
will be remembered as well or
appreciated as often as a personally engraved fine writing
instrument or desk set comCross offers a wide variety bined with an elegant box of
of ball pens, mechanical pen- personalized stationery.

gift counselor for A.T. Cross,
manufacturer of fine writing
instruments, suggests a handsome desk set or a pen and
pencil set, personalized with
initials or name, for the hardto-please person.

HAPPY HOLIDAYSFROM
HEAD t
LINES

You Can Lose
10-15 Lbs.

Damigusing

studio

In The Few Weeks
Left Before
Christmas

What Would Make A
Nice Christmas Gift?
A Gift Certificate From
HEADLINES

Call Us Today
For An
A Appointment
753-0020

Ana we Have Great

Stocking Stuffers
From Redkin Too!

%sot AT THE Losmoc
-co

DIET
CENTER

Come by and see us in the
Dixieland Shopping Center

"The
Village"

641 N.
Murray, Ky.

WED.THRU SUN.
NOV.18 - NOV.22

OPEN DAILY 9-9;SUN. 12-6

nics
NtEttiViSiON m
Intelligent Television
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This Christntas, choose gifts
that reflect classic good taste
If you've ever yearned for
the kind of festivity that typified a traditional, turn-of-thecentury English Christmas, it
may be time to recreate the
joyous atmosphere of the tradition-honored Yuletide for
yourself and those you love.
The custom in the Edwardian era was to celebrate the
holidays with elegance and
grace.
Tables,covered in the finest
linen and set with heirloom
silver and crystal, offered
plump stuffed partridge, roast
beef and Yorkshire pudding,
followed by rich plum pudding and tawny, mellowed
port.
Time-honored tradition
Gift giving is another of
Christmas' most time-honored traditions. But, finding
the perfect gifts, especially for
the men in your life, takes a
particularly unique talent.
When shopping becomes
more frustrating than fun, the
solution is to select presents
with timeless appeal that will
be enjoyed long after the carolers' last strains have faded
away.
If locating this calibre of
gift has been a problem, follow the example of knowledgeable shoppers around the
world who rely on the expertise and style of such established purveyors of men's
furnishings as Burberrys.

SHARE THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS with traditional
Yuletide festivities and presents for him from the first Burberry. For Men Christmas Collection. Saluting his classic
good taste, all are centered around the warmth,character
and witty vitality of the Burberrys For Men fragrance.
Of course, one of the secretsof successful gift giving
is selecting presents your man
will love, but may not think to
buy for himself. For example,
the Burberrys For Men Valet.
Ultimate implement kit

He'll be delighted with the
thoughtfulness behind such an
elegant yet practical gift. The
ultimate implement kit, the
Burberrys Valet combines all
the elegance and convenience
the Burberrys man appreciRoyal customers
ates.
This handsomely tailored
Since 1836, over 16-kings
and queens, 39 princes, 146 twill case contains, in addition
dukes, two czars, 47 Maha- to a full size Burberrys Spray
rajas, two emperors and three Cologne and a miniature Copresidents have been outfitted logne, a tortoise-colored
by Burberrys, world-re- comb and natural bristle
toothbrush; sleekly-designed
nowned for excellence.
Now, Burberrys is a fra- wood handled razor; triple-cut
grance. And, this season, folding file; plus large and
Burberrys For Men keeps with small nail clippers and a
the spirit of traditional and handy corkscrew.
To add an extra fIip of luxjoyous holidays by introducing the first Burberrys For ury, razor, file, clippers and
corkscrew are electroplated in
Men Christmas Collection.

1/2
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Children's Learning • Gaming

Centered around the fragrant warmth, character and
spicey vitality of the Burberrys For Men fragrance,
they are the very essence of
the classic, thoughtful
Christmas gift. Gifts that say
he deserves the best at holiday
time and all year long.

YULETIDE SALES
Fall
Suits & Dresses Rain Coats

Coats

HOWE 4
ft

Classic gift ideas

‘70-S
.1

Winter
VSTR

24K gold.
To further his sense of
status, introduce the discriminating man to Burberrys For
Men in the Special Fdition
Cologne.
Pure and simple luxury, a
lavish canteen bottle of Co-logne is set in a custom-tilt
brass and lucite stand designed to pour out a pre-measured splash of this warm,
spicey fragrance at just a
touch.
Even the most pampered
and self-indulgent man will
appreciate the distinction and
thoughtfulness of gifts like
these.

Skirts &
Sweaters '
2 °ff

Velvet
Blazers

Mademoiselle Shop

TV not included

Downtown Murray

Christmas Gift?
JJ ]' in 1 ii11[1
5 YEAR

_LISTED

WARRANTY

APx•rana

A gift that saves money (utility cost), looks so
elegant, and so comfortable — what could be
more sensible?

CONTEMPO SERIES

only

• Beautiful Finishes such as — Brass and White, Brass and
Brown, Antique Brass, Polished Brass.
• Reversible and Variable Speed for year-round use.
• Wicker Blades FREE on some models.
• All models are light adaptable and pre-wired for easy
installation.

TV + Intellivisionm
• Versatile master component
• Exclusive overlay system for
ease in making game decisions
• Special input keys select the
game functions and maneuvers
• Side-mounted action buttons
for right- or left-hand use

CONTEMPO SERIES

Fun!

• Object control disc maneuvers
accurately in 16 different directions for life-like realism
• Super-action games!, Football,
baseball, poker and blackjack,
armor baffle, backgammon, mar!!
• Both challenging and exciting
pfovum sold sopo(Jtoly

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray,
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

PLANTATION SERIFS

r.*

)PICANA SERIES

$9995
Wholesale Electric
Starling

.As Low As

Supply
Company
3061.
753-3361
Main

BEST

COP'

•

•
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Holiday present preserves special memories year round

1EGIN PHOTOGRAPHING HOLIDAY ACTI% ITIF.S
nediately, with the new Fujica Auto-5. It comes in a kit
•omplete with case. strap, batteries and a roll of Fujicolor
rein( film.

With more people than ever
switching to 35mm cameras
for their picture taking, a new
camera can make the perfect
holiday gift
Not only can the special
moments,
ffithe holidays be
captured on film, but the new
camera can also record the
beauty of spring, the summer
vacation, the colors of autumn
and all the special times in between.

PO

Holiday scent-sation"

Olympic Plaza
753-3174

OYSTER STEW
I stick butter or
margarine
3 cups oysters
2 cups milk
4 cups medium cream
Salt and pepper to
taste
Cayenne pepper
and paprika
Melt butter and saute the
oysters' until the edges curl,
about three minutes. Add the
milk and cream and bnng to
a boil. Season with salt, pepper and cayenne and sprinkle
with paprika. Makes 16 small
servings.

oso

• -

eIIie .

both the kns opening and
shuttei speed. which is eketromeally controlkd for'accuracy After each shot, the
•utov.incler immediate!)
powers the iilm to the nest
trene .o the camera is
reads tor .ktion
If the light is too dim. a
built in warning signals to
turn on the electronic flash,
which is coupled to the focus
mechanism so that exposure
with hash is automatic as
ssell

finial than t% Of

New camera designs make
35mm photeigraphy easier
than ever, and Fuji Photo Film
USA. Inc.. has just introduced a model so automatic,
they've trademarked the name
Smartshooter 35 for it. •
The Smanshooter 35, nickname for die Fujica Auto-5.
comes with a built-in lightmeter, autowinder and electronic
flash, all of which operate at
the touch of a button.

INFORMAL
HOLIDAY
FESTIVITIES

"Tis the season to be jolly"
—but just how jolly is often
the question. You would really like to entertain friends
and relatives but, if the
thought of a sit down dinner
for 20 gives you a case of the
jitters, you'd probably be better off planning something
relaxed and informal.
A traditional tree-trimming
party is a get-together everyone-1--including you—is sure
to enjoy.
Many of your guests will
probably decide to donate an
ornament to the cause.
You, as hostess, should
provide the eggnog and
FOR-THE HOLIDAYS, indulge her with a little luxury— cookies, tinsel, and baskets of
give her a fragrant mist of light cologne or heady perfume popcorn and cranberries for
to deliciously scent the New Year. Her discreet and elegant stringing.
side will appreciate Chimere Spray Cologne—it's the right
scent to take her through a busy day, whether she's in the
conference room, doing volunteer work or bargain-hunting. For her more private, feminine moods, she'll revel in
Chimere Spray Perfume. It's a splurge of fragrance for
those times when she can be herself. Both these Chimere
classics—.75 oz. Spray Cologne and .4 oz. Spray Perfume
—are packaged in an elegant mulberry and gold patterned
gift box for Christmas. The Chimere Spray Cologne &
Spray Perfume Set is ay ailable in October at fine stores
across the country.

TAST Y YI LE
TR E AT

Simplified operation

•

, Loading the him has been
greatl simplilied and, when
the camera is turned on. the
built in auto% wider automats
:ally takes up the him to the
first picture
When Fuji film for color
prints or slides is used, the
camenrautornatically sets the
correct film speedThe built-in' lightmeter
measurcs the light .ind sets
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Gifts From Our
Complete Gift Dept,

Bring The
(*magic or Christmas
Into Someone's Home
With A Gift From

Choose From
Backgammon Boords

PIC
KEN
S
Supply Company
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Blended Tobacco's
Genuine Leather
Pouches
Pipe Lighters
(1.4C
Pipes
Pipe Racks
Imported Cigars AN,
Christmas
Hours:
Humidors For Cigars
‘4911on.-Sat. 9:00-8:00
Sundays 1:00-5:00
and Tobacco

2 MoneySaving Ideas
Just In Time
For Christmas
Murray
Supply at
Ace
Hardware

Brush and tomb Sels
°c4'Sc'e*8 Umbrellas... and much much more
Stock*,Staffer
14 K Gold
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distance by easy distance
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button.
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quality brought ats.w hNi.
At the touch of a button
larger film sue. I• the al:‘, •
(et- diUtottigtion atiesti
SkheIrthe film is done. tiOnk•11,1C ilfIllgIfV to
press the rewind button and tangt4 design.
the winder powers the film
A new automat'.
hack into the cartridge, ready
such as the Fupsa Auto S.
for processing Intel beautiful
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for that special person on your
For all its automation, the list
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Power Streak "Blem"

$ IS00

(

A-78-13
4-Ply Polyester
Whitewall
Plus F.E.T.
No Trade
Needed

will give you
It's a season to be shared...
the holidays. And what better
way to Share that feeling than
through the gift of a new
CasaBlanca Fan. It's a gift for
your home that the whole
family can enjoy.
You'll not only feel good
about the great mood a
CasaBlanca creates, you'll
love the comfortable feelings
of warmer winters and cooler
summers...while saving on your energy hills!

So give the gift that stirs up
good cheer year'round. A
CasaBlanca Fan.'tour family
is in for a beautiful surprise!
WATCH ROSE PARADE
HISTORY IN THE
MAKING!
1..osik for the most unique
float in the 93 year
history of the Tournament
of Roses Parade! Our magnificent spectacle of beauty—
putted by 14 live elephants!

SAVE SAVE
Power Steak
"Blem"

$3200

$3800
71115 4 Ply
Polyester whitewall
Plus VET.
No Trade Needed

E713-13 4 PlY
Polyester whitewall
Plus V.E.T.
No Trade Needed

Any Piece Of
Ace Hardware
in Our
Ace Hardware
Department
now Until
Christmas
INCA'
FAN COMPANY

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company
206 E. Main
amp- nesinnmerenimmias,

V

7534194

Murray
Supply Co
208 E. Maim

SAVE
Power Streak
"Mem"

'4000
L-78 134 Pfr
Polyester white wn it
Plus F.E.T.
No Trade
Nolided

Confidence Starts Here
Prolong Tire Life, Boost MPG

Lube, Oil Change

Front-End Alignment
*Inspect all four tires <or
rect air pressure *Set front
wheel comber, caster, and
toe to proper alignment
*Inspect suspension and
steering systems 0U S cars
and imports with adjustable suspensions. Includes frontwheel. drive.
Chevettes, trucks, and cars
requiring MacPherson Strut.
correction extra.
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trlYth "Home of No Hassle Service"753-0595
An Independent
Goodyear Dealer

Rudolphs Goodyear
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CUR ISTM AS SHOPPING GUIDE

TheTwelve Daysof Christmas

CORN-AUSTIN

The spirit and gaiety of the
holidays are preserved in. our
beloved Christmas carols./
Through the centuries, the
carol has assumed many
different forms, including
processional dances and folk
songs.
Today, these folk songs are
all that remain of the medieval
celebration which lasted from
Christmas Eve to Epiphany, a
twelve day festival of games,
fine food, and gift-giving.
In those days of old, a
feudal lord would deck his
halls with holly and invite all
those living within his realm
to partake of the feast and fun.
"Ladies dancing" and "Lords
a-leaping" would abound.

is
getting ready for Christmas
With Gifts For The
Selective Man
Large Shipment

25"

RALPH LAVREN POLO

Now is? $

Dexter Shoes - YSL Luggage
A Great Look For the Young Mon

All Velours
Now

Classic carol

1 large Group of Jeans 1 7
"

25% Off

Asst. of Sweaters, Shirts & Velours

One of today's most
treasured carols,"The Twelve
Days of Christmas," seems to
embody the spirit of those
festive days. An English folk
song believed to have been
handed down from generation
to generation, "The Twelve
Days of Christmas" was
originally a secular rhyme,
first printed in 1780.
Today it is a joyful song in

Now $4
and up
"

Levi Corduroys
Lots of Colors Now $1 795

-which, on each of the twelve
days of Christmas, a suitor
gives his "true love" an
increasingly eleborate
menagerie.
(hristmas bells
The frolicking characters of
this joyful song have been
retreated in silver-plated
Christmas bells by Reed &
Barton Silversmiths, one of
this country's leading silver
companies.
Each year since 1977, Reed
& Barton has added two more
"days" to its collection of
bells,each representing one of
the song's gifts.
This year marks the
appearance of dancing ladies
and leaping lords, the ninth
and tenth segments of the
carol.
In 1981, it may not be
possible to give your true love
everything from a partridge to
twelve drummers drumming,
but silver bells displayed on
the mantle or hanging from
your tree will be cherished
forever. Reed & Barton sells
them for $18.50 a pair in fine
jewelry stores across the
nation.

Specials Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Corn-Austin
Downtown
Open Sunday 1.5

Open Until 8:00 p.m.Storting Dec 14

A COLORFUL PORTRAIT OF THE I 4111.1:01EN is a special gift for grandma and grandpa
which is sure to bring out hugs and happiness on Christmas morning. Your profeosional
photographer can en-ate an image that you'll be proud to rive. When the photograph is
framed, mounted and displa'.ed. it will help keep the meniory of Christmas alive all year
long. Remember to ask your photographer to use Kodak paper, and you will he sure your
photograph has a quality look.

Professional portrait: special
Yule giftforfamily,friends
A professionally made portrait is one of the most personal Christmas gifts you can
give to special friendt and
loved ones—especially parents and grandparents.
To have your portrait ready
for the holiday, be sure to consult your professional photographer at least two months
before Christmas, sooner if
possible. You should talk
about the sitting and discuss
your portrait options.
The photographer can help
you select the setting, mood,
colors, and style that will reflect your personality, interests, and even your life style.
You should also talk over

the different enlargements you
can order, as well as custom
finishes. mounts and frames
to make the photo more personal.
And, when you request the
portrait on Kodak paper, you
will be sure that your gift has
the best possible quality look.
If you have a casual life
style, you may prefer an outdoors portrait. A more formal
look can he achieved in the
studio.
Here are a few 'additional
tips to help you plan for your
portrait setting:
Wear clothing that you feel
comfortable in. Color-coordinated outfits, usually with

solid colors or subtle patterns,
look best in portraits.
Most photographers advise
clients to avoid wearing anything that will detract from the
face, which is the most important part of any portrait.
Makeup should be in step
with the clothing a woman is
wearing. Keep hairstyles natural to avoid a dated or overly
formal look.
From one sitting, you can
order small framed prints for
desk or dresser, at welf%as
large ones to display at home.
Wherever your portrait is.
placed, it will keep the spirit
of Christmas alive all year
long.

Master Card, Visa, Behrs
THE FIRST
CHRISTMAS
CARD

For A .C1teargal Ilothw

•

Open
Aigner's Versatile
Storm Coat

Sundays Til
Christmas

135.99

Reg. 210.00

An all kinds of weather coat with
button-in wool-blend warmer,
action-ease raglan sleeves, two
pockets. In crisp polyester and
cotton poplin.

Accessories
Shown, just a few of our many
Aigner collectibles, in signature
mahogany.

16,99

I.t%lIkiIl
it.,i....

1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Sole Racks
z
A ad &
'

S04
1.o6,
'ex

, suuthsith.
Manor
iidadedere

THAT'S
IT
VI'S

Reg. 24.50

ESPRIT...
Clothing for women would
make a nice gift for her. ..
along with many of our
shirts, sweaters, and pants
to choose trom.

Give A Gift
This Year
That Will
Wear Well
on
Anyone!
LEVI JEANS,
BELTS,
SHOES,
HATS

Gene der Jo's
Flowers

Reg. 12.00 8.49

5.49
Reg.8.50

Open Saturdays
and Sundays
Now Til Christmas

Reg. 39.50 27.99

/3.49

See Our Special
Christmas Room
Open This Sot.

Reg. 5.50

Reg. 12.00 8.49

Reg. 13.00 8.99

Reg. 15.00 10.99
Central Shopping Center Hwy.641 N
Hrs: 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.
Aimmmilarmismsommiummammisasawras.,

Olympic Plaza

Free Door Prizes
Every Sunday
Hours
Sot.7 o.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m.-5 p.m.

Gene & Jo's
Flowers
S 4th 753-4320

,1•0

What probably was the first
Christmas card appeared in
1843, and was- designed by
John Colleott Horsley.
Horsely was a fashionable
artist of the day, and also a
strict Victorian who led a campaign against the use of nude
models.
His first Christmas card
was commissioned by Sir
Henry Cole,and took the form
of an oblong sheet with three
illustrations. In the center was
a drawing of a middle class
Victorian family at Christmas
dinner.
On one side, was a slepiction of a good Samaritan feeding the hungry. On the other, a
drawing showed another good
soul clothing the naked,
though in this case the supposedly naked figure was drawn
fully clothed.
Horsley presented his card
to Sir Henry Cole with the inscription: "To his goodfriend
Cold Who's a merry young
soul/And a merry young soul
is he/And may be for many
years to come/Hooray!"

PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS
BOOK
Parents can give their children the most unique
Christmas Book they'll ever
get by simply putting together
art work that they've already
done, either on their own or
for school projects.
Basically, all that has to ')e
done is for parents to collect
their child's accumulated art
work, and then create a story
around it.
By simply putting the drawings between the covers of a
hardcover sketchbook, and by
tying them together with some
simple prose, you can give
your child a flattering and inexpensive gift.
If you like, you can paste
the drawings on different
colors of paper.
The part of the book that
your child will like the most
will probably be the beginning, where you can prominently display your child's
name, giving him or her the
artistic credit, due a budding
Da Vinci.

TICKLE YOUR
GUESTS WITH
THE IVORIES
_•

'Dine the piano. break out
the sheet music, and brush up
those golden oldies. Holiday
time is sing-along time, and if
you own a piano, you're in
luck.
It takes a little imagination
to make the most of your piano at parties These tips from
the National Piano Manufacturers Association should
help:
• The more people that can
gather around the piano and
sing. the better—so move it
away from the wall and into
the center of-the room.
Eye-catching cover-up
If it bothers you to look at
the unfinished back of the instrument, trim a colorful
Christmas tablecloth to fit and
attach with double-sided tape.
• Christmas carols are of
course a must, but try supplementing them with songbooks
of favorites by Cole Porter,
Rodgers and Hart, and the
Beatles, or with country and
western hits.

•

19111
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Christmas season is in full bloom with roses

Q: What's red and green.
with the fragrance of roses?
A: Christmas in full
bloom.
Your home will be rosy
through the 'holiday season
with *as from the Rose Information Bureau for holiday
gifts and decorations.
• **Planting" a rose on a
holiday gift package will not
only add to the festivities, but
will be a reminder of the beautiful gifts under the tree days
after they have been un-

• Gift certificates from
your local florist for one, two
or six roses are perfect grab
bag gifts that anyone in the office, bridge club or PTA will.
love.
• A single rose in a small
glass bowl or bud vase makes
a unique gift for an "overhulkied" teacher.
• Make your house come
alive with beautiful red and
green holiday colors by adding red roses to garlands and

• Give a really rosy rose
gift—a bottle of rose-essence
perfume along with a real
rose, rose-red mittens with a
rose, designer rose sheets with
a rose (no thorns, please!), a

book of Robert Burns* poetry meat using holly and rest
with a rose, a crystal bud vase roses Include candles and
tiny Chnstmas tree lights to
with a rose.
add a special glow to your hol• Be creative! Prepare a iday centerpiece.
lovely yuletide floral arrange:

The Following Stores in
ixielond Shopping Center will be
open Sundays 1-5 beqinnino Nov. 29t

Christmas wreaths

Wrapped.
A touch ofromance

Buckingham Ray
Wild Raspberry
Bamboo Garden
Town & Country
DOr-Mae
Watkins
Green Door
Murray Leather Shop
Sunset Boulevard Music

Cellophane
Tape

Neat
No Iron

Pajamas
His Favorite
Broadcloth
Sizes A,B,C,D
Full Cut I ong Sleeve
Styles In Choice Of Neat

Dennison- Hunt
and
The Cherry Branch

Mach/n• washable

polyester knot with
elastic waist, in 4
jewel rani colors
block. lawn*
Navy and grown

LADIES' SIZES

will be open Sundays beginning Dec

10-20

6th

•

/•

ON CHRISTMAS MORNING,surprise her with a stocking
full oflove. Harlequin Books offers 12 brand new romance
novels that will send her to exotic locales, introduce exciting new characters and invite memories ofthe first time she
fell in love—all for under $2.00 apiece. Choose a few or a
a
whole stocking-full! For more exciting gift ideas,send for
catalog from Harlequin Reader Service, 1440 South
Priest Drive,Tempe,AZ.83281.

Holiday
Buy!
Foil and Paper

Gift Wrap
Never Lower Price

GIFTS FOR HER
AUTO PARTS STORES

PERSONAUZED
HANDBAGS
RIBBONS
PICTURE FRAMES

AUDIOVOX SUPER SOUND PACKAGE!
This cantirete scuna package inoudes the

Aucliovox 3000 stereo cassette AM-FM rata°
AMP SOO -sound Exploder amplifier and a pair

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING

CE' SC 10 speakers Wee up and enIov
sug Ust 1164 90

Burkingliam sag,lEth.

94?9

Dixieland Center

MERRY
ERISTMA8

LIMITED QuANTRIES

OARRITY LIFE/LITE
DISPOSABLE
FLASHLIGHT

1982 CHILTON DOMESTIC
REPAIR MANUAL
Deluxe Nord Cover ONSIOn

High intensity beam
iasts 15 hours
Choice of cams

US can SIM!1975
NAME BRAND MEILWANDISI
AT OtSCOUNT PRICE'S
UNCLE LEE WILL NO'
SE UNCTIR SolD

181=AI

60
0
00
00 0 0

SPORTING GOODS

7052

•1656

Step USt 31795

LITIliL111

8?9

149

CHILTON iMPOET MANUAL
For import cars and light trucks
1976-81 •7029 Sup USt 31995

22=1=

-

13”

MARIO OUANTITHIS

1
C P,4
I

o

Aladin Of

0

MODELS 336 CENTER FIRE RIFLES
briJL
O
00

ff1101°M
IIi
0

00

0

0

Optex

Binoculars

Still America's premier deer rifle after more than 80 years.
This remarkable longevity is an impressive tribute to Marlin's
continuing dedication to craftsmanship and quality in the
manufacture of this great rifle.
Lever action; aide ejection; solid top receiver; gold-plated steel
trigger; deeply blued metal surfaces; receiver top sand blasted'
to prevent glare.
Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding rear sight; ramp front sight
scope
with brass bead and Wide-Scan hood. Receiver tapped for
mount or receiver sight; offset hammer spur for scope use—
adaptable for right or left hand use.

hg.

$')188

30-30 or 35 Col.

Reg. $169.95

„OW

Special$

95
39
1

SUPER HORN

DIGITAL
ELECTRIC CLOCK

SOU
MONISM

Sy tat CAROM/NNW
Plays 22 pre- programmed

Isistr

Battery operated

tunes or plays Ike piano
Mounting hardware
instructions For all
12v neg ground
essis

Adhesive tock

•320N

tC:52

113”

88
38
LIMITED QUANTITIES

REMLINE
TOOL CHEST

2-TON
HYDRAUUC FLOOR JACK

6 gravers iock yvnen
BO closes •606C00 Ite
Ott 3166 30

Designed tor
dolt• yourseitery
s to is eft
range #64915

09!'
STORAGE CABINET
deo storage oase for
roe-around portater y

88 V

59

osomot)

Ft I

Sup ust 321.065

139'9

UNITED QUANTITIES
.

11-PC. COMBO
WRENCH SET

10 AMP BATTERY
CHARGER

Drop Forged stee metric 6 Mr"

Heavy duty manual
charger for 6 112

CO

Model PM 1000

Sunshine Mountain

Chamois Shirts
Nelson
Fleece Reed
he

Murray
Ledger
& Times
row

Rubber
ts
Boo
14414.91
Special

Footers: Include:
Stainless steel ball bearings
Centrifugal broke system
Level wind disenciocies in free spool
High speed retrieve
Strong Duronze gearing
Super smooth drog system
Narrow spool Model(SM-1A)

Jogging Suits

15/16

reverse polarity

metric •2522
SAE •7525

YOUR 0401C11

2989

12?9
ate 4 ea

atTrt.

Dona hat
C POLICY Every c&vousst swim ca
CAIIOUIST RAMC/WI
• ne ,..ar co,r•
names, we we nu. a 'Parc net's' wa,ring yoL.
Pet tne
MOO Item a fa. tc
t'; WOK"./te
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rt,rwi stared as Deng w, @mess twannti We 'tie
to
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not
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forortwtst
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7
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Oe
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Motor Parts
& Bearings
753-8311
Murray

1109 Chestnut
••

r.

7".q.To1.0 WIC AA

Good at participating CAI/QUEST Auto Parts stores
throur Dec 31 1901

Special S 88
Sportswear

17 mm Or

SAt 1/4 to

VOlt batteries
UL ISM inmates

Procaster

v

, •....•ftef•
• .0...0

••• •

•••••

••• •••

•

6,.•

.•••.•

•-•-•

• •

Rol. $18.99

CAROUEST:the Right Place to buy auto parts.

$98.8

RIGHT PRICE•RIGHT DARTS•RIGHT ADVICE

Specie!$ 1 499

I jilt p• VI vs .N1101TI Nt, t.t li/o.
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Timely holiday traditions -Christmas is in the air and
families will soon be getting
together to observe customs
that originated in faraway
places.
From Scandinavia, came
the burning of the yule log to
oinnicniorate the onset of

winter; carols which began -as
dances accompanied by song
were introduced in Italy; and
the beloved image of Santa
Claus was brought from England in honor of Old St.
Nicholas. a 4th century
bishop.

AC/0104W
Evot-6tAtat
A avarma XMAS Eum.-ettat
A eloarmse
emet-egnem.
Aeloarsei
eeet-e9,•,mt
Live-Cut
elfAirhii4J

A etwang
A Mars

0

& Flocked
Center Pieces
Mantel Pieces
Tulip Bulbs
Fruit, Shade
& Ornamental Trees
Bird Baths

Today, the most widespread
of the holiday customs is the
exchanging of gifts with
friends and relatives. Among
the timeliest of presents are
watches, and the offerings by
Timex are, saw, to please
both giver and retl•Sirer.
Whether it's on the wrist, in
the pocket, or around the
neck. Timex's timepieces are
styled wih fashion know-how
at a price that won't pinch
your yuletime budget.

Christmas memories: exciting
re-runs throughout the year

.'•?"

PC

YOUR SHOPPING DAYS ARE NUMBERED. Make it easy
on yourself by ehoosing•streamlined, simple-to-operate
digital for him and for her. Just a touch of the front bar and
the watch is set. Thnex has seen to it that gift-giving can be
pleasurable as well as affordable.

Southern States

. When the family gathers together for thc holidays, it's the
perfect tim to unwrap a
present that
wide hours
of enjoyment fi veryone.
Home movies, sier than
ay to
ever, are a perfec
share the warmth and
mie of the gift-giving season.
It's a family activity that everyone can participate in and
enjoy. The fun and excitement
that you capture with the hereand-now of filmmaking can
be shown over again—and
added onto every year until
you have your own special
full-length holiday feature
film.

Home movies capture all
the excitement ...all the oohs
and ahs ...as treasured
presents are unwrapped and as
Mother triumphantly serves
the Christmas feast. They capture all the movement as snaps never can.
Home movies are easy and
fun to make, says one of the
leading manufacturers of Super-8 movie equipment,
Sankyo Seiki.
Just drop in a color Kodak'" cartridge, set the dials
on automatic, and even a novice becomes a proficient filmmaker in a matter of minutes.

For the beginner, a silent
movie camera, such as the
budget-priced Sankyo EM20XL. offers a wide range of
filming capabilities in a camera that's point-and-shoot
easy.
Additionally, Sankyo will
even show you how to make
the most of your holiday filmmaking, even if you've never
held a movie camera before!
Write for a copy of their
free brochure, "Now Family
Movies Are Really Easy!"
Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Sankyo
Seiki, 1275 Valley Brook Avenue, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071.

60-490.14
60Am
(-

Mon-Sat.8-8 Sun.1-6

Big Savings on Gifts Nov.27-Dec.19
CO-OP Portable Oil-Fired Heater

$168"

Happy
Holidays

Four Seasons
Nursery
Hwy. 11124 N.
Alone Heights, Ky.

753-9946

ircular Sale
c
-Items Still On Sale

Multi-Purpose
Grease
gge
.uer 14

at tube
529 40 case 01 30

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

Sunday 15
Sweetheart Roses $5.50 Doz.

Titan Quartz
Electric Heater

Wash and Carry)

Poinsettia's Arriving Daily

9795
753-1423
Industrial Rd. Murray

Red-Pink-White
FREE DELIVERY IN CITY LIMITS
Party Decorations
Corsages
Home or Office
Decoration Too!

Req sug p. S4'25

000'4

OUTH 4TH

K
753-8514

:rion
-4Fric.%

Holiday Hang Ups
Group of Childrens Toys

20% Off
Group of Christmas Ornaments
Buy 1 Doz.$4.00 get 2nd Doz. FREE
Christmas Gift Sets

Give One Of
These Beautiful
Recliners As A
Christmas Gift And
Keep One For
Yourself!

Rachedes apron, oven mitt, casserole mitt, pot holder mitt end skillet
beadle
All Matched Sets Rig,$20.00 Now

$17.99

1

Wall-Table-Mantle
Decorations, Home or Office
Toys-Ziggys and the
Lovable Hug-A-Chums .

SAMBOO
SA Fc DEN

753-0317
Dixieland Center
Murray

0
o•

Buy Now While The Selection
Is Good & Layaway For
'Christmas
Rack of Devon
11 2
/

Price

Buy One Berkline
Recliner At The
Manufacturers
Suggested Retail
Price And We'll
Give You A Second
ecliner Of Equal
Value or Less...

ABSOLUTELY
FREE
JEFFERYS

Over 100 Chairs
4

In Stock Wallaways And
Rockers Recliners.

•0

cio

BEST

COPY
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Celebrate Christmas'81 "
with an eye to past,future Children will love a living

Christmas, as the saying goes. means different things to different people. For some, it's snow covered trees and eggnog;for
others, balmy nights and sweet holiday punch.
Anyone who has ever seen a child's eyes light up on
Christmas morning knows that Christmas. however it is obEcologically and economi- Civilises tree •living mie, true bargains.
served, is a celebration of life. It's a special time to enjoy re- cally, it pays to buy a "livinc and phmtisis it outdoors after
The penes pyramidal shape
membrance of things past and hope for the future.
means the the child will easChristmas tree for your chil- the holidays are over.
The lovely. supple Norfolk ily be able act visualize this
In England it was believed dren. Even toddlers love bayAs we celebrate Christmas,
pine Makes the pisfem •
Ishrad
" as a amistmas
one
tree,
own
vay_
their
ing
was
maiden,
young
a
if
that
1981, it is appropriate toreMiasmas Iree. Nor- tree.
indoor
own
their
in
keep
can
they
member the legacy of past kissed under it, she would
folk Weed pines can be purAs your child grows, so
generations, even as we look marry during the coming year. room if they want.
Having a living tree can be chased as awakes,and an be will the tree. The tot who
Evergreens were brought
forward to the years to come.
starts out with a -baby tree
into homes during ancient an awe-inspiring experience found is &come Moms and
in coating approximately $1.00
of
traditions
The wonderful
times to ensure the return of for a child, and can help teach supermadoets, es well as
will find himself as a teen with
him (or her) respect for living nerseriee.
the past have not vanished- vegetation in the spring.
In fact, the saplings are a plant worth as much as $40.
things.
they have just altered to keep
Happily many families more likely so befound in dis- And. its value in sentimental
pace with our ever-changing
Prince Albert (Queen Vic- have discovered the joys and count stores, as they're iiiim- terms will mac it nearly Irreworld.
toria's husband) is credited benefits of nuking the family peosive at this stage. and me placeable.
"Alb bringing the tradition of
The decorating of homes decorating evergreens at
during the Christmas season Christmastime to England
goes back many oenturies. In from his native Germany.
492, Pope Gelaius established Candlemas Day as a
The first official recognitime to bless candles in
of the Christmas tree in
tion
church.
America occurred in 1856
Bayberry candles were es- when Franklin Pierce, then
pecially popular during President of the United States,
Christmas, as legend had it decorated one in the White
that their scent would reach House.
loved ones who were far
Everybody's favorite,
away.
Candles were placed in the Santa Claus, or Saint Nichowindows of many homes dur- las, was a bishop who lived in
ing the Christmas season to the fourth century, and who
symbolize the guiding light became the patron saint of
the Magi used to find their children and sailors.
Is it.simply a coincidence
way to the Christ child.
It was also believed that that the old custom of putting
Christ might be walking the out a wet cloak on the hearth
night in disguise; therefore, on Christmas eve when Santa
one should light the way and makes his rounds, is peroffer hospitality to wayfarers. formed in memory of shipThe custom of caroling wrecked sailors?
St. Nicholas-is - often dedates back to ancient times;
most likely, it giew out of a picted as carrying three bags
pagan rite in which worship- of gold which he tossed on the
pers joined hands and danced. door step of three sisters who
Many plants are tradition- were left dowerless. The exwith pression "in the nick of time"
ally associated
Christmas. .Holly, for in- derives from St. Nicholas,
stance, was believed to bring whc1-v7as always there in times
good luck, and was a symbol of need.
Today we still enjoy many
of the Virgin Mary.
Mistletoe was held to be a of these age old traditions,
symbol of peace by the an- even if we don't kn6w their
cient Romans, who believed origins. We gather with
that enemies who met under it friends and relatives to celewould lay aside their arms and brate the birth 'of Christ and
No Charge Fir GM*,Wrapping
the birth of a New Year.
embrace.
iniesieg

tree that grows with them

114411
A•

Open House
_,Sunday
Dec.(0981 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Open Each Sunday Til
Christmas
Many 112 Off Items

The Treasure House
Sout4tside Maar Murray

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

They Can Select From:

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops,

And Don't Forget Gibson WE Ship A Christine: Nem
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender.

Timeless elegance

Ladies N.Breeds $8.95
Penny Lesion $ 5.00
°sego hem $18.00

Pr•ppy Cassois $1 5.00
Lastbse Pro-kids $22.00

LADIES WESTERN BOOTS BY
ACME & DURANGO, DESIGNER
LABELS STARTING AT $27.95

Lace Up 5" Work Boots(hob«)$25.00 Camels & Winker 6.00
Mons Osage Josgers $18.00
Lace Up inivieted $29.95
Looker Tennis Slums $24.00
Pro-kid Leafier: $22.00
Hi King Boots Leather(Some insvisted) Acme Work Boots;$33.00
Atm Diens Boots $36.95
$27.00
Acme &Dingo Western Boots ;33.95

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
Phone 753-1601
1110113i7:00-5:011ften.-Fri.

107 11 3n1 St.

We Atatiot Feed
Sloolles

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

10% Discount
on
JOHN DEERE

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY, authentic styling and affordable pricing distinguish the H.L. Hubbell collection of fine
solid wood clocks by Burwood Industries. The mitered
ease of this classic Oxford Schoolhouse clock, which has a
solid brass movement with Westminster chime, is handcrafted of handsomely grained American a Ai with dark
finish. With 8-day keywind movement, conve.crystal and
2by 19/
/
2inches high, 5 inches deep.
1
hinged dour,it's 121
An impressive gilt, its suggested retail price is $265.

r

PLAN IN
ADVANCE FOR
CHRISTMAS
ENTERTAINING

Whether you're giving a si
down dinner for 12 or an open
house for 50, plan ahead. As
soon as you decide on the
date, sit down with paper and
pencil, and write out the guest
list.
Then, decide how much
money you can afford to
spend. The total cost should
include not only the food and
drinks but also any supplies
you might need, Foch as paper
plates, and cups and glasses
for wine, soda and coffee.
Decide what food you want
to serve and the approximate
cost per head. If the price goes
over your budget, either cut
the guest list or compromise
with a different menu.
You should send out the invitations about three weeks in
advance. After you have an
idea of how many you can expect, buy the non-perishable
items such as liquor.
Set yourself a daily schedule,of what you will prepare
when. Many foods an be
made in advance and frozen.
It's also important to decide
whether you will need to hire
help for the occasion. If you
have willing friends or relatives, you may be able to persuade them to take on some of
the tasks.
If this is the case, do remember to thank them with an
extra-special Uhrisimas
present Either way he sure to
write dawn exactly what tasks
you will need them ill

John Deere Action Toys
make playtime more
fun. And, they're built to
last. Riding tractors to
put-together kits. Come
in and look over our full
line soon.

Offer Good Thre Dec.12

y

FARM CENTER
Route 4, Box 57-8
Murray, Kentucky 42071

easy paKsu
convenience
s all in the name Easy pats ii represents trle latest in cleating and carrying
this Samsonite' line has been designed to carry a lot ora ionic depending on individual .
and
needs made of lightweight, durable nylon. Easy Pats N are rupped and resist water
looks and
stains But the real story of Easy Pits N us styling They- re vinvi-trimmed for good
whole adding reilabscv
strength Brass- dated hardware accents tries contemporary design
Pais
Plastic zippers run smooth Strong steel frame turns in great performances Easy
with a variety of contemporary coicfs, styles and saes, nave trie lOok and offer the
Performance that today's traveiers want

Samsonite'

804

753-6656

Chestnut

•Registration Starts Dec. 1st
•Drawing will be Feb. 20, 1982
at the M.S. U.-Tennessee Tech
Basketball Game

Everyone Is A Winner!
To Be Given Away:
Free Trip

Free Weekend

5 Days,5 Nights at
Daytona Beach, Florid

3 Days,3 Nights at the
Hilton Head Hyatt
In South Carolina

(3mlne Meal Week)

a

Plus

$100.00
in Cash .

$100.00
in Cash
MSU Students Excluded
Must Be 18 Yrs. of Age
No Purchase Necessary

rr

Ii

fAILABLE
-4 -

Rey.
30.00
40.00
60.00
70.00
08.00
10.00
100.00

Sale Price
1$.00
24.00
36.00
42:00
48.00'
S4•00
60.01

S

CHRISTMAS SHOPPWG GUIDE
11111111111111116
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A realistic look at
Christmas yields some unusual holiday suggestions.
Nancy Evans. Glamour !slaganne's book columnist, has
these clues for you.
When you use in a studio
apartment so small you can
barely turn around without
monompipmminnipplip bumping into the foldup
couch or the collapsible dinr'ig table or the ever-spidering
spider -plant. you'd probably
never dream ot having a
hashar_y these tips:
Christmas
E,but maybe—just maybe—high-speed film such as
OU CAN'T BE ABSOLUT L S
your apartment of
late
Clean
a
•
capture
to
enough
fast
be
will
camera
Kodak Ektachrome 4.00 film in your 35mm
clutter. Put all sundries
the
all
Christmas Eve visitor on film.
in the oven and keep extra
party supplies in the bathtub
(r under the bed.
• Make friends with your
super. Give _him his present
early' this year, and ask if you
can use the basement to store
and give the gift of fragrance? some of your belongings.
It has been the practice of frankincense and myrrh in Those you cherish will be sure
• Stagger the arrival time
.
a
of
thanks for the coming
people throughout the ages to
to remember your expression on the invitations to avoid too
true
the
But,
Israel.
in
Saviour
the
of
periods
certain
aside
set
ss much of a crowd.
spirit of giving predates the of love and thoughtfulne
year to bestow gifts upon
in
lingers
scent
the
time
every
If you're a single parent. fill
Christ.
of
birth
loved ones, neighbors and the
air.
the
the
of
walls
the house with relatives,
Friezes on the
less fortunate. Almost all the
Cies Fragrances is cur- friends and neighbors to creParthenon depict ancient
religions and progressive phirently presenting The New ate a sense of warmth and
to
gifts
offering
Greeks
encourWorld
the
of
losophies
Athena, the goddess of wis- Country Collection, an assort: "family '• for your kids.
age this altruistic spirit.
ment bf holiday gift sets, „ Get them involved with the
Giving not from a sense of dom,for her guidance.
During the early days of the stocking stuffers and single ins nation list, food and decoduty or in return foe receiving,
Roman Empire. at the begin- items to suit any taste and any rations and invite their friends
but joyously in recognition
ning of the new year the rich budget. All come wrapped in as well as your own to the
life's
and appreciation of
pastel
thanked the gods for their a delicate garden of
party.
bountiful gifts. is a recurring
flowers.
pasoffering
good fortune, by
Make time (or bedtime stotheme in history, religion, art.
mood
in
romantic
Sweetly
tries to those less fortunate so
ries—. with beautifully
folklore and legend.
bygone
a
of
reminiscent
that the year might be sweeter, and
trate(' children's book.
Occasionally, as during the
era, The New Countxy CollecAnd, don't forget to ask if
reign of Queen Elizabeth I of lamps that it Jpight be full of
light, and silver and gold that tion will charm any woman you can help your kids think
England, who relied on
who lives for today. but trea- of presents for their Dad and
wealth might attend them.
Christmas gifts exacted from
sures the traditions ofthe past. their grandparents on his side.
historia
find
to
Certainly,
wardher
replenish
subjects to
robe, the giving of gifts has cal precedent for the bestow,
,44
44
'11'k -+44. 411* #44. 'Ski, /34. :It .
ing of fragrance gifts at .
$1
been regarded more as a duty
4Christmas. one need only
than a matter of free choice.
For the mostyart,however, think of the Gift of the Magi.
There is no more dratnatic an
gift-giving represents one of
example of the great value
man's nobler and most fundaman has always placed on framental customs.
essences.
grant
gift-giving
Christmas
The
This holiday season, why.
tradition was born when The
Three Wise Men offered gold, not be a traditionalist yourself

Holiday Specials
Banquet Facilities ftefftree
is
Scwo.i!
Available
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Expires Dec. 12,1981 Murray, Ky.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER
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Women and Childrens Boots 25% Disc.
Red Wing Boots 25%
Women's Dress Heels 20% Disc.
Mens Weyenberg Dress Shoes
20% Disc.
Girls
Boys and Red Goose Shoes
20% disc.
SHOP FAMILY SHOE STORE AND SAYE
CLOSED ON SUNDAY, OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS
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Bel Air Ctr.
Open Sunday 1-5
Open Late Each Eve.
753-0550
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MANHATTEN SEDGEFIELD JORDACHE,

2-g Oz.Chopped Steaks

GOLDER
CORRAL

'499

S
„.4

•

Shisk-K-Bobs
2 Delicious Shisk-K-Bob Dinners
Made Up Of Tomatoes, Onions, Peppers,
Mushrooms & Tender Lean Meat

$749
Expires Dec. 12,1981 Murray, Ky.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFE::

i

7

Friday &
Saturday
3 Days Only
Limited Quantities
While Supply Lasts

ONLY

1-7 Oz. Sirloin Steak
1-10 Oz.Sirloin Dinner
Choice of Idaho Baked Potato
or Fries & Texas Toast
$849

Expires DPc.12, 1981 Murray, Ky.

Give
A Gift To Remember
For A Whole Lifetime
ss Volendam 9-day Cruise

‘9 •I•
'

•

Truly relax and savor the warm Caribbean sunshine, plus
4 delightful ports on the ss Volendam.s 9-day adventure
'4 (with only 6 days away from work). Sail Friday from
Miami and visit San Juan, St. Maarten. Antigua and
St. Thomas. At sea, you'll enjoy our traditional gracious
service and warm Dutch hospitality.
(ss Volendam is registered in the Netherlands Antilles.)

el 3 env

SAVE $3995SET

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER

, MM• 411•Ift
I

Lunch Coupon couPoN.
In A Hurry For Lunch?
This is The Perfect Solution!

COUPON •

-; An ssVolendam 9-day Caribbean
(0'. fly/cruise vacation, with
departures. Jan. 8-29. Feb. 19, March 12

Come bask in our bright Caribbean sun, balmy sea air
and warm Dutch hdspitality for 12 delightful days,on the
luxurious ss Volendam. Sailing from Miami. you'll visit
Curacao. La Guaira(Caracas). Bonaire, Barbados.
Montserrat and St. Thomas. Plus, we give you time
enough at sea to savor all the on-board pleasures and
excitement.
(ss Volendam is registered in the Netherlands Antilles.)

sits

,4- 549

2-5 Oz.Sirloins ri4
with Baked Potato or Fries

GOLDER
COMM

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER

COUPON

Lunch Coupon

This Is The Perfect Solution!

GREAT
1
1
3
1
LUNCH
1

2-5 Oz.Sirloins Withwith Baked Potato or Fries
& Texas Toast
$549
txpires Dec. 11, 1981
Murray, Ky.
01•Ima.

Check For Our Daily Steak & Salad Specials
Lunch Menu 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

3 Piece Set of Legge.
Reg. $119.95

1 99

Hamburber,Salad, Drink

Drop in Box.at Store

Our Rpmadhad

NAME
ADDRESS
POORE

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

Coast To Coast
Hardware
Control Center'

COUPON

NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER

Need Not Be Present To Win
Drawing Svedey 6 p.m.

753-8601

Murray, Ky.

Free Round-rip Airfare to Miam

*Sturdy commated steel frames *Metal bell studs
•Heovyweight expanded vinyl *Comfortable handle
*Color coordinated interiors
'Choice of colors

•

Expires Dec. IL, 1981

Texas Toast

On This 4-Piece American Made Luggage

„•

GREAT
FOR
DINNER

Our Combination

‘,

Caribbean fly/cruise vacation!
Departs Jon. 17, Feb.7, March 21.

$599!'

CoupoN

coupgN

COUPO

a

1 An ss Volendam 12-day
;

Entry Blank For Prize
FREE

Expires Dec. 12, 1981 Murray, Ky

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER

,
st

UNFORGETTABLE!

Solt/

4

Choice of Mushroom Gravy,
or Onions & Peppers, With Large
Baked Potato or Fries & Texas Toast

NOW!THE 9-DAY WEEK!

LUGGAGE
SALE
FREE STORAGE & TRAVEL
SAG WITH EGA 3-Piece Sat
Purchased
A $9.95
Mee
lit avidity

GREAT
ANY
TIME

Pardner Special

1/2 Price

z
Pei

Savings Up To

COVF'ON

COUPON

0

k,
Z
Z
Z

p

Two 7 Oz. Sirloin Steak Dinners
Choice of Idaho Baked Potato
or Fries & Texas Toast.

SHOES

Christmas a.xi
cs
Z
Sale
r%

Z

I

GROUP MEN WOMEN AND CHILDRENS
cl
Z

at the

1
FOR
DINNER

Sirloin Steak Special
$749
2 For

The spirit of Christmas expressed
by agf-old tradition of gift-giving

FAMILY SHOE

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

753-4646
PiOrrny

711 Main St. Murray.

2 39
249
299

Chopped Steak, Choice of Potato
Beef Tips With Rice
5 Oz.Sirloin, Potato, Texas Toast
Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-.10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

711k.126

7534822
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•

COLORED PRINT

BEST

••

COPY AVAILABLE

